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Comment

In defence of land reform
T

he lead article
in this issue
a

historical

by Allan Mushonga
of SAPEM provides

perspective of the cur-

crisis in Zimbabwe. As described in the article, contrary to the norent land

being propagated by some in the
media and by foreign governments, land

tion

occupations in Zimbabwe had become a
common occurrence throughout the
country’s post-independence history, and
therefore have nothing to do with a cynical design by the present ruling party to
secure victory in this year’s parliamentary elections.

held in Harare, in 1981, under the

aegis of

the United Nations. At the time, government estimates put the number of families
requiring resettlement at 162 000, and the
needs for the successful completion of that
programme at 8 million hectares.
With the limited funds provided, the

government was able to

acquire 3 million

on which 61 000 famiresettled. This has left a deficit

hectares of land,
lies

were

of 5 million hectares for the resettlement

of the other 101 000 families
49 000 others that have

plus some
emerged over the

result of the natural process of
population growth.

years as a

Any well informed and honest analyst
about the land issue in Zimbabwe will not

This is the

politico-historical context

during the independence negotiations at Lancaster House in
1979, both delegations of Zanu and Zapu
(then con.stituting the Patriotic Front Aliiance) were ready to pack their bags and go

in which the current land crisis in Zimba-

back to the front, in what would have

farmers in the country own 12
tares of the mo.st productive

overlook the fact that

signaled the effective breakdown of the negotiations.
The deadlock centred around the issue

of land reclamation,

on

which both the then

Rhodesian and British governments were

bwe should be viewed and upon

some

8 million Blacks

16 million hectares of the most

unproduconly politically and economically unjust; it is a gross immorality
that should have

any land redistribution in Zimbabwe should
be based on a free market system, under

first

Black government was to

new

buy land at competitive prices and distribute it through peasants whose ancestors had
in the first place been displaced by the .settier colonialists at the end of the 19"’ cen-

form of compensation.
Only the intervention of the then Ameri-

tury, without any
can

ambassador to the United Nations, dur-

ing the Carter administration. Andrew
Young, did save the talks from what was
near total collapse. His compromise was
contained in
known

as

the

document subsequently
Anglo-American Proposals
a

for Rhodesia.

Essentially, the proposals would make
sign the Lancaster House
agreement on the understanding that for the
first ten years of independence, property
laws (including those pertaining to land)
were to remain unchanged. Any land for
resettlement would be purchased by the
new government through a system of willthe nationalists

ing-buyer-willing-seller, under which fannfree to establish the

prices they
wanted. This was to be financed by a fund
to which the international community including Britain and the United States -

ers were

would make their contributions.
There was, therefore, a close

relation-

ship between the earlier Angola - American proposals and the Zimcord conference
SAPEM
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million hecland, while
fight for space in

tive land is not

uncompromising, insisting, as they did, that

which the

which any

lasting solution to the chronic shortage of
land in the country should be based.
A situation where only 4 500 white

never

been allowed in the

place. Immoral systems of resources

distribution

are

unsustainable, and

can

only lead to vicious conflicts with the concomitant loss of innocent human lives.

Significantly, the land issue in Zimbabwe, as in Namibia and South Africa, is a
manifestation of a de-colonisation process
that

was

designed having in mind the need

preserve white minority privilege
rather than address the real National

to

Question. Lancaster House, for Zimbabwe, Kempton

Park for South Africa,

and New York for Namibia, were processes aimed at arresting the revolution-

in these countries by reforming oppressive systems that relegated the
majority of people to poverty, destitution
and absolute deprivation. However, it is
utopia to believe that oppressive systems
can be reformed; they must be dismantled
for justice to emerge.
ary wars

crisis should be
unique opportunity for the gov-

Therefore, the present
seen as a

ernment

of Zimbabwe to

frank

begin in earnest

dialogue with the white commera view to settling the land
problem, once and for all.
The policy and legal frameworks for
the successful completion of this'programme are already in place, and if properly implemented, they will no doubt con.stitute a great contribution in alleviating
poverty in a country where more than 70

a

cial farmers with

percent of the population
poverty datum-line.

live bellow the

legal framework is based on the
amendment of the constitution, to

The
recent

allow government to acquire land for resettlement with compensation, provided

paid by Britain, the former colo-

such is

nial power. British failure to fulfil its colonial obligations would signal the government’s

right to acquire land without
compensation, except for improvements
made

on

it.

political framework is contained
in the final communiqué issued at the end
The

of the international donors’ conference on
land reform and resettlement in Zimba-

bwe, held in Harare, on September 9-11,
1998, in which the government of Zimbabwe reiterated its commitment to

five million hectares of land in

a

acquire
pha.sed

five-year programme to resettle 150 000
families.
The

communiqué was unambiguous
political nature of the
problem. “Donors appreciated the political imperative and urgency of the land reon

the sensitive

form and resettlement programme

and

an inception phase covering
24 months should commence immedi-

agreed that

ately,” it said.
It

is, therefore, incomprehensible that

certain sections of the international

com-

munity, some of whom took part in the said
conference, would want to renege on their
own words by characterising the current
crisis as a cynical political ploy by anyone

in

an

effort to win votes.

The focus should be

placed on the fact
of Zimbabwe’s land
policy is quite clear, regardless of whether
compensation will be paid or not. In a situation where the present utilisation capacity in the large scale commercial farming sector is only 25 percent of the
present holdings, a simple arithmetical
computation will reveal that even if the
government acquires the 5 million hecthat the government

tares

it intends to, the white

commercial

farmers would still remain with

an un-

productive land totaling 4 million hectares,
to

almost

as

much

as

what is intended

resettle the 150 000 families.

quite
wantonly
expropriate land from any one, that it is
targetting multiple and ab.sentee landowners, and that as for those single crwners
whose land may be acquired because it is
adjacent to communal areas, a replacement
Government has also made it

clear that it has

no

intention to

farm would be found efsewhere ■
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Need for rule of law in land
distribution

Zimbabwe’s land crisis
Tl)e current land crisis in Zimbabwe should

highlight the problem
brought about by processes of decolonisation that seek more to preserve the
status quo than solve the national question in a comprehensive, just and equitable

serve to

manner.

At the Lancaster House

talks, the British, the Rhodesians and the Ameri-

concerned with the need to preserve white privilege in Zimdealing with the very same issue that had been the cause of the
armed struggle for national liberation in that country.
The nationalists, eager to acquire political power at any cost, were willing
to compromise on such a fundamental issue, in the mistaken belief that along
the way, the problem would be rectified. The truth of the matter is that justifiably or not, the land problem has not thus far been resolved. What the socalled ‘squatters’ who occupy more than 1 500 farms today in Zimbabwe are
doing, is what the revolution should have led them to do even before the
delegations could have settled to initiate talks at Lancaster House. Then the
preoccupation of the negotiators would have been less on maintaining the
privileges of a small elite of a white minority than on dealing with a crisis that
would have emerged and therefore requiring an urgent resolution.
Revolutions by their very nature, seek to dismantle an existing unjust
system, not to reform it.
cans were more

Although the land issue is one that requires urgent resolution not only in Zimbabwe, but elsewhere in the sub-region,
there must be

some concern at

the way

president Mugabe of Zimbabwe has
chosen to address it in his country.

babwe than in

Unleashing the

war veterans to en-

land occupation in
government’s laws,
constitutes a very dangerous precedent
in our sub-region. It simply means that
anyone in any society who feels aggrieved by any problem can literally
gage in a massive
violation of his own

take the law into his/her
with the authorities
account that the

on

titled

one.

own

hands

doing nothing, just
grievance is a jus-

Next is the homeless

occu-

pying other people’s houses, the poor
occupying banks, and the workers taking over their employers’ factories.

Gervasio Pinto
The veterans have no legal power
distribute land in Zimbabwe, which

Caracas

to

Venezuela

is the

Sierra Leone
process

kidnapping shadows DRC peace

The recent detention of UN peace keepers
dark shadow over prospects for the speedy

in Sierra Leone has cast

a very

deployment of the 5 500 peace
keeping troops to the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). The UN, depending as it does on contributions from members for its peace keeping operations, it seems very unlikely that many countries will be forthcoming in
offering contingents to constitute such a force.

The government

has already put in
place the necessary mechanisms for the
acquisition of land without compensating the farmers, except for improvements

the

so

done to the land. It therefore has

legal instruments that allow it to

move

forward with land distribution in

Zimbabwe. Just

on account

of that, it

would be acting responsibly by asking
the

given the fact that the number of peacekeepers earmarked for the
DRC is much smaller compared to the size of the country, with such a precarious infrastructure to effectively respond to any emergency.
More

responsibility of the government.

war

veterans to vacate

the

occu-

pied farms and in tackling its job of
redistributing land more .seriously.
Opa Moetsi

It is

a

.sad fact that African leaders still insist

on

the

use

of force

as a

achieve

Leone is

political power, as Foday Sankoh, the rebel leader in Sierra
trying to do, despite being signatory to the Lome peace accords.

Michael

Rugumano

means to

Francistown
Botswana

il(

Kampala
Uganda

The Editor RO Box MP 1005. Nt Pleasant, Harare. Zimbabwe, or
109 Coventry Road, Workington, Harare. Zimbabwe.
Email:

sappho@ximmirror.co.zw
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Perspectives

The

urgent need for land and
agrarian reform in Southern Africa
Mwesiga Baregii

April 22, two historic
meetings took
place in Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe, bringing together the leaders of Mozambique, Namibia, South
Africa, Uganda and Zimbabwe. One
meeting was intended to acquaint
the neighbourhood with developments on the land question in Zimn

O

summit

The other

babwe.

to address

was

the obstacles in

deploying a peacekeeping force to oversee the implementation of the Lusaka Peace Accord in the Democratic

Republic of
Congo (DRC). That the meetings
the land questwinned and
held back to back is not accidental.
on

the DRC and

tion in Zimbabwe

on

were

Although the two issues may seem
unrelated at first sight, the fact is that
they are intimately interlinked with
definite
these
I

policy implications. Some of

are:

The Southern African
ment

DevelopCommunity (SADC) allies in

the DRC also share similar land

own countries Hence the need to share experi-

problems in their
ences.

1

Zimbabwe is the leader of the
SADC allied forces in the DRC and

anything weakening Zimbabwe
weakens the alliance
I

-

Hence the

unresolved in their countries and the

region as a whole. As long as the land
question remains unre.solved the national question (i.e. national self-determination) will remain equally unrcsolved, leading to endemic political and
economic crises in the region.
The land question therefore is not
simply a problem for Zimbabwe. Nor
is it simply being exploited, as it has
been speculated, for electoral gain. It
is a problem that afllicts several countries in the region. In its organic dimension, the problem arises from the

adopt a
position.
Mozambique and the SADC allies
share a long history of collaboration during the wars of liberation Hence the need to deepen collaboration.

South

Africa

essentially
prompted by the forceful and often
brutal evictions of indigenous people
from fertile lands to marginal and unproductive land. The fundamental goal
of the liberation struggles was to redress this historical wrong. This goal
has yet to be realized.
were

1'he liberation
tries

wars

in these

coun-

largely terminated by what
popularly known as peaceful
settlements invariably conceived by
were

Peaceful settlements

were

conceived

essentially as the counter
strategy to armed victories. The con-

cern

was that if these
left to prosecute armed

of the West

countries

were

struggles to their logical conclusion
leading to armed victories they would
be in a position to impose radical
changes which could threaten their
interests.

The discussion that has

emerged in the
wake of those meetings raises the
question of whether the regional leaders consensus on these questions was
more apparent than real. There is an
argument ventilated in the international
media, that President Mugabe was

SAPKM
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The armed
was

struggle in Mozambique

launched in 1964 under the lead-

stated

the West.

Hence the need to

cost.

Zimbabwe, Namibia, Mozambique and

Di\ ergent respon.ses to the Zimbabwe crisis among allies are likely
to create chaos and weaken the al-

negotiated one. A revolutiontransition had to be avoided at any

ary

a

ership of the Front for the Liberation

was

liance

least

fad that the decisions to take up arms
and to prosecute armed struggles in

need to share information.

common

I

grilled by his colleagues behind the
scenes because they disagree with his
position on the land question.
Each of the leaders in the region
has an independent vested interest in
the land question, so long as it remains

Thus
tive
was

suing for peace or ‘construeengagement’ in Southern Africa
not

altruistic

or

humanitarian. It

essentially driven by
enlightened self-interest. The idea was
to establish a controlled regional trailsition and, if that was not possible, at
was a

process

of

Mozambique (Frelimo) whose
goal was the revolutionary transformation of society.
It is the
Mozambican struggle that gave rise to
the formation of the Frontline States
alliance not

only to support the liberastruggles but also to counter the
‘unholy alliance’ that had emerged

tion

between South Africa, Rhodesia, Por-

tugal and NATO in opposition to the
struggle. This alliance has continued
in different forms and degrees to this
day.
Portugal finally lost the war to
Frelimo after the collapse of the
Caetano regime in Lisbon in 1974.
This collapse was partly induced by
the colonial wars in Mozambique,
Angola and Guinea Bissau. That is
what made the Portuguese to sign the
Lusaka Accords in 1974, conceding
political power to Frelimo. These
Accords were strongly opposed by
the settlers who obtained support from
Rhodesia and South Africa in their

quest for a Unilateral Declaration of

Independence (UDI).
It was when Mozambique intensitied its support for the Zimbabwean
guerrillas and closed the border with
Rhodesia that a major onslaught on
5

Perspectives
post-colonial

Mozambique was
Fearing the demonstration/
effect of revolutionary trans-

peaceful settlement assumed the form
Negotiations.
After nearly 25 years of armed stniggle
conducted by ZANLA and ZIPRA

rected by a United Nations Transition
Assistance Group (UNTAG). UNTAG
was brokered by tbe Contact Group
of five Western permanent members
of the UN Security Council. The main
objectives of the Contact Group were
to prevent the imposition of comprehensive UN sanctions against South
Africa and to de-couple the question
of South Africa's occupation of
Namibia from the issue of internal settier colonialism in Namibia.
In the event. Namibia came to independence on a compromise that

forces and intensified in 1976 after the

stressed the termination of South Af-

collapse of the Portuguese rule in
Mozambique, which provided a for-

rican colonial control, the weakening
of the MPLA government in Angola

deliberately sidelined in the intere.st of peace. The fact that there .seems
to be consensus at the regional level

ward and

and the establishment of a constituent

on

assembly which wrote

suggests that it is ripe for resolution,

mounted.

domino

formations and land reforms

across

the border, Rhodesia recruited and

tured

Renamo

nur-

which

plunged
Mozambique into a civil war until 1992.
To this day, the land question remains
unresolved.
In Zimbabwe, the search for

a

of the Lancaster Flouse

rear

base, it became clear

Britain and Rhodesia that

an

to

internal

settlement with Muzorewa and Sithole
was

meaningless if it did not involve

the armed ZANU and ZAPU.

chairmanship of the then British Foreign Secretary, Lord Carrington. At
these negotiations Britain acted not as
an
impartial broker but as an interested
party. British interests were of three
kinds;
.

a
Silencing the -zamia
ZANLA and

ZIPRA guns;
•

•

In the

Consti-

course

reaching this compromise there

of

was

greater pre-occupation on the part
of the G5 with peace rather than justice. Thus questions relating to land
re-distribution were cast aside and
Namibia enjoyed the support of the G5
on condition that it did not interfere
with the distribution of land and para

Thus in 1979, the Lancaster Flou.se
settlement was negotiated under the

•

tution for Namibia.

a new

Maintaining British influence in
the affairs of Zimbabwe;
Thus in order to secure the above

with an economic essence it was converted into a political struggle - specifically into a struggle for democracy,
Form took the place of essence and
content. To be sure this is not to dis-

the pursuit of democracy as a
goal. Only to stress the fact that genuine democracy can only be grounded
on .solid social justice.
The cases of Mozambique, Zimbaparage

bwe, Namibia and South Africa

In all the four

•

•

•

J

'

T

with the

willing .seller-willing buyer
provision for lOyears.
The Lancaster House Constitution

was

therefore

inherently designed to safeguard the imperial interests of Britain
as well as those of the white
minority
settlers. In this independence bargain
the liberation forces basically compromised the very essential goal of the liberation struggle, i.e. Land.
In Namibia, this was done through
the implementation of UN Security
Council Resolution 435, which ushered in the independence process di6

question

logic for the consensus and
hanging together at the regional level
should inform the domestic level, now
that the question is presenting itself
once-again for resolution. Eachcountry will of course have to look for their
particular path depending on specific
conditions.

In the

case

be

of Zimbabwe, there apgeneral con.sensus that

a

gain if a coalition of State, politiparties, commercial farmers, in-

,1

situation remains much the

Blocked fundamental land reforms

address the

The

^^^nggie, l.e. LMHa.

day.

seven years.

to

^

Disarmed and demobilized the

lation) for

the land question

Itl this independence bargain
the
problem needs to be addressed
^
urgently though there are quite lethe liberation forces basically sltlmate differences on how it should
be approached. These differences
compromised the very essen- do not defy the logic of hanging tofial gOal of tllC liberation gether. Zimbabwe as a whole stands
to

ZANLA/ZIPRA forces under a Brit-

Monitoring Force;
Offered guaranteed seats to the
white minority in parliament (20
percent seats for 1 percent popu-

the need

pears to

cal

ticularly the commercial farmers. The

ish dominated Commonwealth

cases

was

interests the Lancaster Flouse

Agreement:

serve

show that the land question in these
countries remains largely unresolved,
to

same to-

dustrial/commercial, communal arveterans, workers, etc. can

eas, war

be
to

The South African

forged to present a unified position
tbe British with the view to maxi-

bargain is not
significantly different. Here the pro-

mizing national gains.

verbial bone of contention that 12 percent of the population held 80 percent

of the land and

of the land

was swept under the carpet in the run-up to the 1994 elections.

Instead, attention was turned towards
issues of political process. As in the
other

questions of substance
to questions of process and

cases

gave way
institutional forms which

were

en-

shrined in the 39

binding principles
guided the work of the Constituent Assembly in drafting the new
which

constitution.
This is what

At this stage

assur-

the nearly century old struggle for justice understood
as meant to repossess land was ‘transformed’ (perverted) into a crusade for
peace and democracy. From a struggle

agrarian questions in

general

can no longer be postponed.
Given the process of de-industrialization and the attendant retrenchment,
the absence of new employment open-

ings for the burgeoning

young

popula-

tions, the steady decay of the cities,
there is going to be increasing pressure on the land.
The young generation however, will not want to live as
hand hoe communal land pea.sants.
Thus the process of making more and

land accessible must go

hand in
clearly thought out plans for
agrarian transformation. A favoured
direction is towards organic farming
more

eventually stressed

‘sun-set’ rather than ‘sun-rise’
ances.

What is clear is that the resolution

hand with

where markets

duction and

are

between the intro-

growth phases rather than

traditional markets which

are

between

maturity and decline phases■
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Cover Story
Zimbabwe

Origins and resolution
of the land crisis
Allan

Muslionga

originates from what began as a gesture of good
neighbourliness and friendship, solemnised through cheating King Lobengula of
Mataheleland, in 1888. The monopolistic and selfish manipulation of the land issue by
white settlers, from 1890 to 1979, and the developments after independence refined and shaped the
issue of land in Zimbabwe into the problem that it is today. Its resolution is the greatest challenge
which the former colonial masters, the different racial groups in Zimbabwe and the whole of
SADC and Africa in general, have to face.
rW^he land question in Zimbabwe
m

agreed. This became the Rudd

Alter

he had

believe that he

Concession in which Lobengula was
offered proteetion from this imminent

Ldbcngula had been persuaded to
was in danger Irom
many European powers who eould
poiinee on him any time and that it was
expedient to seek British proteetion, he
was eheated into signing an agreement
doeiiment dilTerent liorn the
had been

one

which

explained to him and to which

danger in exchange for his allowing
white settlers to prospect

and dig for
gold and settle in the country.
On the basis of the Rudd Conces-

sion, Rhodes

organised a group of 196

people and 500 military
personnel to constitute the Pioneer
white business

Column, which arrived in tiie country
and hoisted the Union Jack at Fort

Salisbury in 1800. Rhodes' intentions
were

clear. These 696 Pioneers

acres)

(3175
of land and 15 gold claims for

Ready for action: A war veteran on an occupied farm in Zimbabwe's Mashonaland central
SAI’KM
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were

each allocated 1500 morgen

province
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their

participation in the venture. In

addition, Rhodes encouraged further
European settlement. As an incentive,
all

prospective white settlers were
promised both land and gold claims.
This resulted in extended European
occupations and prospecting for precious minerals, with agriculture initially
limited to the supply of food to the settiers.

Extended

Historical

sources

Shona and Ndebele in 1897. The lead-

lion

of the Shona and Ndebele armies

ers

including the spirit mediums behind the
war, Nehanda and Kaguvi were arrested
and executed by the settlers. After her
trial, Nehanda declared that although
they were killing her, the war was not
over, her bones would rise. The sig-

point for the war of liberation, which
began in the 1960s.
From 1897 the settlers took

com-

plete control of the entire country. The
British-South African Company

indicate that the Eu-

settlers began to take some of
Lobengula’s cattle. His raiding activi-

ropean

ther

nificance of this statement was its foreshadow of the second Chimurenga (liberation wiu-). It became the inspirational

European settlement had
agreed on by Lobengula.
Therefore, Lobengula and his people
were surprised and began to question
European presence as their land was
being alienated for settlement and mining beyond what they had agreed to.
been

never

shared among the participants. The settier army defeated the ill-equipped

Native

purchase

8 million
stituted

alienate land from the

na-

tives, they did so wantonly
and confiscated livestock

not

only from the Ndebele they
had defeated, but from the
Shona as well. In 1892. the
first African
created

to

reserve

was

settle the Ndebele.

11 000 square miles of generally infertile and semi-arid

land

acres.

areas were allocated
49 million acres con-

proclaimed European

Three million

acres were

area.

allocated

forest and 6 million remained

to

as unas-

signed state land.
Congestion in the African re.serves
became a serious problem. There was
serious environmental degradation in
the

reserves.

As

a

result, the 1951 Land

Husbandry Act

was passed to deal
with, among many other things, the

problem of environmental degradation

of land

were

allocated to 700 (K)0 Afri-

while 32 million hectares

were

reserves.

Land in the African

re-

serves was

only did the settlers continue
to

mainly in arid aragriculturally viable.

reserves

were not

required to be surveyed and
contour ridges constructed to prevent
further soil erosion and improve conservation. The major problem was that
in the process large chunks of land
were lost to the
already land hungry
people since most of the African peasant farmers were cropping on land that
was prone to erosion. Such land was

cans,

were

that

in the

rior weapons.
After the defeat of the Ndebele, not

The consequence was the war of 1893
in which the Ndebele, who were fight-

Africans for
eas

available, 21 mil-

acres

allocated to the 1.36 million

who had

ing to restore the control of their land
defeated because they had infe-

on the Shona were disallowed once
the whites had settled in Mashonaland.

were

(BS ACo) allocated land to all volunteers

fought in the war against the
Shona/Ndebele uprising. Each volunteer had been promised and allocated 6
000 acres of land and 20 gold claims
to all volunteers who were ready to
fight the Shona and the Ndebele in this
war.
Altogether 8.4 million hectares

ties

congestion in African villages. Of

the 96 million

therefore rcnn)ved from their

Imagery such as ^^mwana wevhu” (son
of the soil) became the main identity of
those who were fighting for liberation.

farming plots without replacement. There was much

Liberation

cess to

war

resistance

rhetoric centred on land

identified and de-

this act

as

it furac-

land. In the words of

the President ol'the National

than any

other issues. People were
promised land upon attainment o/* independence.
more

to

ther worsened Africans'

Democratic
act was

Party, “... the

the best recruiter

had. " Black
people in Zitnbabwe con-

congress ever

Shangani recapacity of this area
was 40 0(X) to 50 (XM) people. Altogether
1 (X) 0(X) Ndebele people were moved

shared among 12 6(X) settlers by 1901.
A deliberate policy of native labour

demned the cokxiial governand showed their support for the
libeuition struggle then in its infancy.

migrancy aimed at forcing natives into
wage work was adopted. Various taxes

1967 further

into these

worked for the settlers

was

marcated into

reserve areas.

This gave

birth to the Gwai and
The total

serves.

areas.

made to

In addition,

moves

Lobengula's
creck-regiment into wage labour. In
Mashonaland, although chief Mutasa
and Ngungunyani had been hospitable
to the settleis. they were subjected to
were

similar
ment

coerce

treatment.

The colonial govern-

levied taxes, which

creasing burden

on

placed an inthe native people

of Zimbabwe.
The

grievances surrounding land,

loss of property and European intrusion generally, resulted in the 1896/1897

were

levied to

ensure

that natives

cheap

as

men

The Land

land distribution in Zimbabwe. Under
this

act.

while 270 (H)() whites

labourers between 19(X)and 1945. The

located 48 million

BSACo confi.scated cattle from Black

cultural land in

Zimbabweans

and 1920.

food

The 1931 Land
w as a

Apportionment Act

result of the 1923 Morris

-

Carter

3. 6.5 million Blacks

was

also

ernment

vided into

from power.

the

8

war

loot

own

was

also

but who

.saw

Half
promised to be

a common

enemy.

recom-

European areas and African
effectively divided
along racial lines and induced fur¬

reserves.

land

land, which

The Act

were

alio-

in the

negatively affected.

general consequences of the
land problem in Zimbabwe till the 195()s

mended that all land in Rhodesia be di-

on

acres

The

bined effort

in the settlers

al-

dry and
hot agro-ecological regions 4 and 5
where agriculture is possible ony under in igation. This means that not only
was land space diminishing, but the
ability of Blacks to produce their own

to

cated 39 million

Commission

had hostilities of their

were

of

good agriagro-ccological regions
acres

as collective punishment
villagers who resisted taxes. Chiefs
who resisted supplying labourers for
iKse by District Commissioners, especially in the Makoni district of
Mashonaland, were subjected to similar treatment especiallv between I9(X)

for

Shona/Ndebele

uprising. It was a comby a people who hitherto

Apportir)nment Act of
sharpened the disparity in

was

discontent with the colonial govand the desire to remove it

The liberation war was
fought mainly around the land issue,
which took the centre stage in the
.SAPKM
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mobilisation of the African people
throughout the country. Imagery such
as

“mwana wevhu” (son

of the soil)

became the main

identity of those who
were fighting for liberation. Liberation
war

rhetoric centred

on

land

more

than

any other issues. People were promi.sed land upon attainment of independence.
In

spite of the prominence of the
land issue in the liberation agenda, the
Lancaster House negotiations in 1979,
which resulted in independence in 1980,
underplayed the significance of the land
question. The British government and

purchase of land for resettlement and
finance the resettlement programme.
In the early 1980s, the British governto

ment

provided £30 million for this purbut stopped the disbursements in

pose
the late 1980s.
At

15.5 million hectares of

that 40 000 families could be resettled

agricultural

posed to be respected and land was
made available to all poor land-hungry
Black majority Zimbabweans on a willing buyer willing seller basis. In return, the British

government was sup-

posed to provide the requisite funding
for the new Zimbabwe government’s

on one

ductive land in

high rainfall areas of
agro-ecological regions 1-3. Eight

further assumed that the 40 000 farm-

thousand small-scale commercial farm-

000 more families in the extended family

(mainly Black) controlled 5 percent
mostly drier regions

these 77 000 families remained land-

ers

of the land in the

162 000 families

were

MAY

2(HM)

occu-

resettled under

different resettlement schemes. This
means

92 ()()() families, considered to

be in immediate need for land in the

early 198()s, had not been resettled. In

On the rocks: Colonial laws desinherited Zimbabweans from their land,
SAl’EM

million hectares of land. It

land, with 45 percent of it being pro-

pied the remaining 50 percent of land,
75 percent of which in low rainfall and
poor fertility areas.
By 1980, the government of Zimbabwe had identified up to 162 000
families as needing immediate resettlement. By 1997, 3.6 million hectares of
land had been purchased and subdivided
into plots onto which 70 000 of the

ment, as condition for independence,
all individual private property was sup-

required for the resettlement

000 white commercial farmers owned

agreement between the Rhodesia Front
government and the nationalist leaders
of the Patriotic Front, ensured that land

minority.

An initial assessment had indicated

that 8.6 million hectares of land would
programme to be completed in full. This
calculation w^s arrived at by assuming

independence in 1980, about 6

4 and 5. 700 000 Black families

Under section 16 of the Lancaster agree-

since the time of these estimates.

be

the Americans, who brokered the peace

remained in the hands of the

addition, there are about 60 000 new
families, which came into existence

was

ing families could altogether support 77
network. This

means

that in

reality

hungry as long as they were not actually supported by the actually resettled
families

or

resettled.

Britain

stopped its funding for the
programme claiming that Mugabe was
giving land to his ‘cronies’ and political allies. Once the British had stopped
funding the resettlement programme,
the Zimbabwe government had no alternative source of funding. The new
British labour government, on coming
to power, stressed that it was under no
obligation to finance the.re.settlement
programme. It argued that it had no
colonial obligations to meet. It could

crowding them into these rocky, unproductive areas
9
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only release funding

as

Zimbabwe government

humanitarian

for violating
people’s rights to private property,
democratic principles and the rule of

assistance to fund the infrastructure

development in the resettlement
schemes and not the acquisition of land.
It specifically stated that it was the responsibility of the government of Zimbabwe to buy land on which to resettle
its people. At the same time, Britain in-

law.
ment

this meant that the British government
did not respect Black peoples’ right to

a

eonstitutional

making

many things, this conintended to guarantee vari-

Among
was

human

ment

rights, freedoms and de-

had power to

acquire land legally
provision for compensation)
and redistribute it among the majority
land-hungry Black Zimbabweans. Ineluded in this group are the war veterans, who up to 1995, had not received
their gratuities and pensions while those
(with

property. It wanted inequalities, whieh
characterised the distribution of land it

bequeathed to Zimbabwe to remain.
This position is being taken in a context where of the estimated population
of 12 million, 98 percent are Blacks.
area

the Zimbabwe govern-

mocracy. Most importantly however,
it also sought to ensure that govern-

gard to private property. Effectively,

Yet 1 million Black communal

initiated

process.
stitution
ous

a

who had served in the Rhodesian army,

fami-

to

expected from the government and
therefore the Draft Constitution should
be

rejected.
There had been

In response,

sisted that the Zimbabwe government
should respect the rule of law with re-

be

bloek

majority rule, were receiving
pensions and other benefits from gov-

sporadic and brief
occupation of farms in the country
since independence, but the problem
began to intensify from 1997. The first
mass
occupations
began
at
Nyamandlovu in Matabeleland, where
800 families occupied a white owned
farm. This incident was followed by
similar occupations in the Svosve area
of Mashonaland East Province,

Nyamajura in Manicaland Provinee
occupations in
Masvingo Province, where a messenger of eourt serving eviction orders
on the peasants was luck to escape
death when one of the villagers hauled
a spear to him in protest.
The villagers did not only cite unand the Nemanwa

lies still live and farm the poorest 16.3
million hectares each sharing an aver-

ernment. The

age of 3 hectares. Only 4 000 largescale white commercial farmers, with

hoped to be resettled at independence.
The opposition, together with .some

riculture, and the delay by government

of 2 000 hectares each occupy 12 million hectares of the best
agricultural land in the country. 70 000
Black resettlement families occupy 2

sections of the loeal and

to

an

average

million hectares and the

state

farming sector utilises only
0.5 million hectares of land.
„

Bntam , s

tion

ment.

The Zimbabwean gov-

ernment
not

,

.

ehange ot posisurprised Zimbabwe as it

argued that it could

accept

responsibility to

pay for land it had fought to
liberate. It could not buy any

n

•

Mashonaland East the

,

i

>

for

villagers even
they had been
by their Mhomloro (tra-

claimed that
told

medium) to

ment

also did not have
compensation for the
in motion,
as

West-

governments and non-governmental organisations began to condemn the

govern-

doing little to

In these circumstances,

what

was

alleged to be overarching

powers of the President particularly as
this related to the appointment of the

prime minister, independent commissions and members of the national

babwe government

was

achieve this.

liberate.

farmers used them to block governefforts to acquire land. The Zim-

10

.

as reasons

occupation of the farms. In

sibility to pay for land it hadfought to

ment

ern

.

of liberation

white settlers since

which

well

.

war

Zimbabwean government
argUed that it COUld llOt aCCept reSpOtl-

designate and acquire land for resettlement purposes.
The result was legal battles between
government and white farm owners.
The laws relating to property ownership had not been amended to comply
with this new arrangement. Therefore,

as

r

was

the

*heir inheritance,
They asserted that they felt

master.

were

promised during

as

major weaknesses of the Draft

ered government to

the international media,

resettle them

their

sembly.

improvements.
While legal battles

foreign

fair land distribution, laek of land on
which to build their homes and for ag-

media, NGOs and Britain condemned the
Draft Constitution. Highlighted as the

In 1992, parliament adopted the
Land Acquisition Act, which empow-

the money to pay

had also

^

acquire land for which it could
only pay for improvements on the
farms. It still left the responsibility to
buy the land to the British government
the former colonial

veterans

Britain’s chaiige ojpositioii surpvised
Zimbabwe as it was a direct departure
^
frOm the LailCaSter HoUSe arrange-

land but

as

-

war

In the
was

as-

up to the referendum,
held in February 20(X), the

run

electorate were duped into believing that
if they voted against, Mugabe’s rule
which had

brought so many economic
hardships would end. During the writing of the draft constitution, the Zimbabwe economy was at its lowest ebb
with fuel shortages threatening to bring
all business to a halt. Basic commodity
prices were over 200 percent of their
1995 levels. Unemployment was high
at about 45 percent. These were used
by the opposition to campaign against
ZANU PE and Mugabe. The opposition argued that after 20 years of failure, there was nothing good that could

government could not simorder the police to deal with the

ply
“squatters” because of the scale of invasions, the genuine nature of the
problem and the fact that government
had procrastinated in resolving the land
problem. The .scale and genuine nature of the land problem demanded that
government exercised caution. Therefore, it persuaded, rather than force,
the peasants to return to

their congested reserves but not without reassuring them that governmentorganised resettlement was still in the
pipeline and that government was
working out the modalities for resettlement. At its rallies, the ruling party,
ZANU-FP, promised the people that it
will craft

a

constitution, which will

that the people got back their
land without any more problems. At
ensure

its National

Congress in December

1999, the major thrust was land to the

people.
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It

was

the

rejection of the Draft

Constitution which intensified the
rent

cur-

crisis. While the government ac-

cepted the results of the referendum,
war veterans began to join the landhungry peasants in occupying white
owned farms. They condemned the

opposition-orchestrated rejection of the
Draft Constitution as a betrayal and a
compromise of national sovereignty by
power hungry opportunists and puppets of the West. They deplored, in
particular, the unprecedented alliance
between the Black opposition, especially the Movement for Democratic
Change (MDC), and white farmers
through the National Constitutional
Assembly (NCA). The NCA is a coalition of opposition political parties, civic
organisations and churches. It ran a
parallel constitutional making process

eviction; iv) that Boarder Gezi, Governor of Mashonaland Central, stopped

making statements that encouraged
veterans to occupy white owned

war

farms. The order to this effect

was

granted by the high court of Zimba-

will be released

bwe in favour of the farmers.

Malawi has

The deterioration of relations between white

farmers

on

the

one

hand,

and government and war veterans on
the other, was precisely a product of
the sensationalisation of the land

probby the farmers themselves, Britain, the foreign media, human rights
groups, certain sections of the local
independent media and the judiciary.
Equipped with the high court order and
all the moral support from these
organisations, the white farmers attempted to evacuate the war veterans
and the land occupying peasants. This
lent

yet to produce its own

resulted in violent clashes, which resuited in deaths, injuries and damage

tion for

to

and three months after the ‘no’ vote is

draft constituscrutiny by the Zimbabwean

property.

In response,

with one voice, sections of the local independent media,
foreign media, human rights groups.

throughout Southern Africa, particularly in countries that have
similar land problems. South Africa
shock

waves

governments with

Western

Britain in the lead, condemned

allegedly sponsoring war veterans to occupy white owned
government to stop

the

war

Tkc Zimbabwe land

rights Britain alleged

many

of them

dependent On agriculture.

waging a racial war against
its white farmers and announced its

and Namibia are cases in point. Whites

plans to evacuate 25 (K)0 white Zimbabweans who hold British passports. It

Africa, now fear that Zimbabwe will
set a precedent that will have serious
implication for their own monopoly on
land against the Black majority. Pressure has been mounted on South African president Thabo Mbeki, by some
political and business sectors in that
country, to take a tough stance against

also stated its intentions to assist any
other whites of British

origin who will
EU meeting,
Britain even proposed sanctions against
an

Zimbabwe unless Zimbabwe evicted
the

war veterans

farms and

from white owned

respected the farmers’

in these countries,

commissioner evicted all veterans from

they occupied without fear

favour; ii) that the executive was not

involved and did not interfere with this

of the war
be ordered
to stop his members from occupying
any more farms and facilitated their
SAPKM
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major profit from the land dispute

in Zimbabwe is that it offers Africa

an

opportunity to re-examine the land
question throughout the continent and

foralfXzimblwekTdqu^^^^

are

Zimbabwe fails to resolve its land
problem, then it wdl set a bad precedent tor the rest ot Atrica and give a
new lease of life to foreign domination
through the monopolisation of economic power. This means economic
stagnation, hunger and poverty will re-

main the order ot the day. The violaof human rights will continue un‘^cr the current guise of respect for the

rule oflaw in contexts ot gross inequalities which will continue to pit govern-

lobbying to block land reforms
Support has not been
forthcoming as President Mbeki has
stated that it is important that
Zimbabwe’s land problem be resolved
by Zimbabweans themselves. President Chissano of Mozambique has also
supported the resolution of the Zimbabwe land problem, citing its origins

societies. Inequalities will continue to
increase and the principles of democracy and good governance will remain
theoretical to the majority of the people,
while the minority will continue to enjoy everything. Perhaps, regional cooperation to ensure peaceful resolution
and equitable distribution of land in Zimbabwe is more progressive than con-

in the unfair distribution of resources.

demnation and isolation which the Brit-

in Zimbabwe.

process; iii) that the leader
veterans, Chenjerai Hunzvi,

The

nients and the poor sections of their

For their part, with all the support
from the international community, the

or

foreign investment is above 50 percent

in-

rights.

white farmers filed an application in the
high court demanding i) that the police

especially in South

Zimbabwe. There has been also
tense

the farms

investments. In most other countries,

[em, but aS part ofthe problems which of the problems which hamper
hamper the development ofthe eCOHO- the deye opment of the econo-

ment was

At

complained that the land
problem in Zimbabwe has also undermined confidence, not only in Zimbabwe, but in the whole sub-region, resuiting in low investment. In Zimbabwe, some companies have been closed
down amidst speculations that many
more are likely to fold up as a boycott.
by Western investors.
Talk of sanctions is most likely to
hurt foreign companies operating in
Zimbabwe and elsewhere in the region,
as most economies in the sub-region
are foreign-owned. British firms hold
almost 75 percent of Zimbabwe’s total

qUCStiOH skould

that the Zimbabwe govern-

need evacuation.

onto the market.

notbc treated aS « ZimbabweaU prob- Oon should not be treated as a
as

farmers’

soon

of total.

The crisis in Zimbabwe has sent

society.

ing economy of the much-needed foreign exchange. Malawi’s tobacco is
being bought at low prices as the buyers anticipate that the better quality and
much sought Zimbabwean golden leaf

In Zimbabwe,

an

white farmers have

began boycotting the sale of their tobacco. This is starving the already ail-

ish seek at the international level. This
way

other potential land disputes could

be averted ■
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Land in Zimbabwe:
The unresolved issue of
the liberation struggle
many years Zimbabweans have fought hard battles to reclaim the land taken away from them
during the colonial era. The various attempts made since independence, in 1980, to address this
thorny issue have in part failed to achieve the desired results. Until February this year, when independence war veterans launched a massive land occupation movement, the issue had appeared to have
been dying naturally. Ironically, an unprecedented crisis as it may be, it also offers president Robert
Mugabe a unique opportunity to settle the problem once and for all. On the land issue and the forthcoming
elections in Zimbabwe, SAPEM’s Fernando Goncalves spoke recently to Chen Chimutengwende, Zimbabwe’s
information minister and member of the ruling Zanu-PF’s politburo. Excerpts:

F

or

GONQALVES: While it is accepted that the land distribution in Zimbabwe is grossly unequal, the general view is that the path taken by your government
to resolve it is the least effective one. Do you accept
that?

CHIMUTENGWENDE: The way we have been trying to
carry out the resettlement programme had a lot of obstacles
and was slow. For the first 10 years we were tied to the
Lancaster House constitution, which did not allow
take land. After

we

us to

put the (1992) Land Acquisition Act in

place

we still had the problem that we were still
British advice and insistence that we should pay

following
full compensation. We tried to pay the compensation, but we found
that the land value went even higher, and it became impossible for us to pay. Then we thought, why not insist that the
British .should pay becau.se in the first place at the Lancaster
House Conference, together with the Americans, they had
promi.sed to pay. We also thought that the British, having
caused the mess in the first place, it was their obligation to
pay. They had to pay for the sins of their forefathers, like
we had to pay for the loans and other obligations that were
incurred by the Smith regime.
But the present

farmers bought their land through legal means, at market prices, and in a majority of cases,
even after independence. Why should they be punished?
We do not want to

punish them. We want them paid compensation, but that is not our obligation. It should be paid by
the British, who caused the problem in the first place. In
any case, these farmers who bought land after 1980, were
aware that they were buying land which was taken
by force
from the Africans; it is like buying stolen property. But all
the same, we still think it is good to pay them compensation
for the image of our country, but not by us. If we insist that
it is us who have to pay, it means the problem will never be
solved.

Chimutengwende; The British should
to the extent of

sponsoring the war veterans to break
think you have set a very dangerous precedent?
We did not sponsor the veterans. The farm invasions did
not start after the referendum; they started a long time ago,
and we were trying to keep it under control. But this time
after the referendum, the veterans and the landless people
were so
highly incensed by it that they moved on a massive
scale into the farms and it was then very difficult to stop
them without causing massive violence, which would have
been very dangerous for the country. We did not even like
the idea, but we realised that they were justified in doing so.
its

own

laws. Don’t you

What is the

government’s response to pronouncements

by the

war veterans that they will carry out a coup
should Zanu-PF be defeated in the elections?

The general opinion is that this has nothing to do with
the land issue, that after the defeat in the (February)

What

referendum, Zanu-PF became so desperate that it went

exercise

12

pay

they mean is that, if there is massive funding of the
by the white farmers and former Rhodesians, foreSAPEM
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Ikiocvkw

iiK poor fann woikcrs lo vole for itnx party, and empfoyeis
rtireatcning llieir employees to vote MDC for fear of losing

So

■

liieir jobs, and that ifae companies would be dosed, tbal woold
not be

6ce and forcketioas, and tfaeiesakafsncfa an election

would

not be

BecaaseinfividBaifonneiv.ifyan want lo akefoeir land now.
nnderlfael anrasKr House consliaaian and
(1992) Land
ArgniiitaMi
dry i ai iliHtdi jnwiWniwnl mlwaiUi niii
that is sdD based on wiHok buyer and wiDuu seller

icspected by die war veterans. Apart from that,
the war veterans are sayä^ that tkey did not Hieiale ibis
commy so that they conld then hand it over peacefaDv to the
people who only yesterday they were figtaing againsr
Doesthat

Not the law; the conaitHlion has been chair^gd. hot the

then, that you do not regard the MDC

hk

Land

Aripiisition Act arot the other procedmes and rales stfll have
to be chained and that can onK be done by the new
parfia-

a

naliona&st pai^. h k a pnppet party; m foet. it k a
sefl out pory than (Abel) IdBcnrewa's Unifcd Afiriean
INatianai Coi^iess (UANO w». It k heavily hmded by the
not a

more

IISS57

former RhodesÖK. whom

IMia^ aiT

■!! r

B

only yesienfaiy
f^fatn^
ai^ii lihiiiiii Ifhi ■hiöia d |ntilii Ij a i

meptino in Norton n-npMtK itnt hp-ha»t fani-H an aBÉT»-wilh

to

the widfcs. So if yon

form an ailiame wäfa people who we
weie f^iaii^ gainst only yesterday, we cm not aoxpt dnt as
a senmne natnoalkt
oigankarion for the pramotioa of the
aspnatious of the A6icm poopic.

That k

not

veterans to

leaDv

a

comfitinn. and there k

be moved

out

no need for the
of dK fonoDS yeL They want to sec

the land leseftiement programme beir^ implemented,
then they wfll poll onL so that it cm be done orderly.

and
Bnt

But the

to

live in Ihk coonlry.

Africans, They shonid not leskt. When we trä
lake

900 farms,

pfan was to pay
compemmon but they refused, they took i
court

desk

over

onr

and thev defeated

—

that

we cm not

ns

because of the

og

accepL

We reassured the while ferrms that afl those who wanted

the three condilions by

to

cormneicial

ferrni^. even if we take the fend, drey
cm stfll do so. beemse om'pirn was Id cm down the size of the
rcrrGDn m

femK:

we warn to cm

down the size of the femis beemse

the British are not leaDy rfifficnit for
they win only give the nuiney after the eiectians,
fine, we accept that. In any case we are gon^ to have the

'

elections, h k not as if we did not want to have elections: we

we

realise that ihe terms m dns Gauntry are oak nsir^ 25 petrxm

are

of the land drey

we

have. The other 75 petoem of die land knme
and we cm mit accept dnt.

not

not

land is

can
are

a

;

only one
■ is

onlyfori
SWEM
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andthas

to

Ime in

om

elections beeame under the constinnioa

stin have sx inondis Id go before we

haveelectiaBs,

There k BO need to icinove the war veterans fiom the ferns
now. becaose even if we removed them now. we will

forests and jmiglrs

on

That

ns.

see

get British money until after the elections: so they
stay until after the elections, and when the British
ready to send the money and the war veterans can

the evidence of the implementation of the

programme then they will go out and those who want
land will complete forms, they will be assessed and

m

those who

i'

are

found

to

be snhaMe and

qnalified to

get the plots will get them.
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Interview

The elections
it

seems

supposed to be held in May, but
they will be further postponed. Is it possible
were

to have a realistic date?

Under the constitution
months from

April 8,

we

should have elections within six

late. Our original assessment was that we were going to have the elections in April
or May. But then came the delimitation commission which
is a requirement of the law, and the chairman (justice
so we are not

Sandura) said that he needed at least three months to

com-

plete the job. But we have informed him that with the
computerisation of the system, it actually takes a week or
so.

be

After the commission has finished its work, there will

period for the voters to inspect the voters roll. Then the
register according to the newly defined constituencies; after they have registered as candidates they
need 30 days to campaign officially. So that means we are
now talking of June.
a

candidates will

that

they do not like. Also, if people say our thrust on the
land issue is because of the elections, because we want to
get votes, they are now contradicting themselves because
they said the land issue was not a priority. Now
if we are
using the land issue to get votes, it means then the land
issue is a priority in this country, it means voters want the
...

land issue to be resolved.

Your critics are not saying that land is not a priority;
they are saying that in the past, land which was acquired for resettlement ended up in the hands of party
and government officials and their supporters.
That is absolutely non sense. If you look for instance at
how many ministers have farms, they are very few; maybe
six or seven, which means you are talking of a maximum of
seven farms, and they are renting. If government has a farm
which is not suitable for resettlement
the

The

delegation in London agreed on the principle of

international monitors for the elections. The government had before insisted otherwise. How do you ex-

plain this change of mind?
change of mind.
During the referendum and at the previous elec-

for resettlement, it

people who

are on

that list

ministers, who

are not

case we

also want to

I do not think there is any

tions

we

have

always had monitors and observers from

or

which is outside

that the government has
to lease that farm rather than leave it idle. A whole lot of
area

means

are

ordinary Zimbabweans who

government officials. In any
open commercial farming to Black
are not

have had international monitors. We

different countries who

are

interested. As

long

do not have to pay for them, as long as
do not have to feed them when they come

as we

we

here. If

they

with their money and look
they will be like any tourist or
any visitor, and if they are interested in observing the elections, they will be free to do
come

after themselves

so.

President
some

What

Mugabe met on April 22 with
regional leaders at Victoria Falls.
role can the region play in defusing

the current crisis in Zimbabwe, and what
kind of assurances has president Mugabe
made to his

colleagues?

The African countries within the OAU
have

or

S ADC

obligation to support us to solve this
problem because it is not a problem peculiar to
Zimbabwe; it is a problem which also remains
unsolved in their own countries, namely South
an

Some

war

veterans at an

Africa, Botswana, Namibia and a few others.
So they have an obligation to assist us to solve this problem
in whatever way they can, and president Chissano, as current chairman of SADC, is responsible for keeping in close
contact with our president and then to inform the others on

occupied farm

people, not to keep it as a preserve of white farmers; so we
welcome that Black people should go into the commercial
farming world in the areas that are not earmarked for resettlement.

how best to

help resolve the situation. There are no guarantees we can give, except our commitment that we want this
problem solved as quickly as possible.
How do you see
elections?
I

it

the MDC threat in this forthcoming

opposition oparty, and I wish it would not
cause violence or provoke us into a violent situation.They
should campaign peacefully, and we also should campaign
peacefully without provoking each other; then we will have
a peaceful election. It will be up to the people to vote without intimidation and without being coerced to wear T-shirts
see
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as an

In the absence of

agreement with the British on providing funds for the land programme, in which case
the government will be compelled to go it alone, can
you give a timeframe when the whole issue will have
been settled
You

can not

with

a

have

a

issue is
tion

once

have

a

and for all?
timeframe for issues that have to do

conflict situation. It is like

can not

This is

an

a

timeframe

as

a

liberation

continuation of the liberation
one

struggle; you
will be liberated.
struggle, and the land

to when you

of the unresolved issues to do with the libera-

struggle»
SAPKM
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Main Feature
Zimbabwe

Free and Fair elections?
Admore M. Kambudzi

rejection of the draft constitution in the February referendum, both political
security in Zimbabwe have drastically declined. Where is political maturity, and how much have Zimbabweans learntfrom past political mistakes, both within
and elsewhere in Africa?

Since the

and economic

imbabwe is

Z

drifting to its fifth
parliamentary election along
a dangerous slippery course.

There

are

two main considerations

commonly shared by most Zimbabweans. First, the devastating economic crisis is a reality; it is a crisis
that demands an urgent national
consensus

to deliberate

on

the

re-

medial

strategies to save the country from final economic collapse. The
hope raised by the government in the
newly released Zimbabwe Millennium
Economic Recovery Programme of the

“imperativity of achieving a national
consensus on principles, which must
guide the functioning of the economy,”
will most likely remain fruitless. It

upcoming political tragedies. And there
is an overhanging spectre of political
tragedies in the country. The threat by
war

veterans to return to war should

the

ruling Zanu-PF lose in the elections should not be simply dismissed.
Further, reactions by frustrated political opposition forces could create political explosions. Still, the economically depressed masses could throw
their anger into the political arena. The
army’s reactions await to be seen too
among these threats.

that the chances of building

such
disappeared. Second, at this sad economic juncture,
Zimbabwe would need internal political peace as a form of consolation
against ravaging economic problems.
Who has to bring that political peace?
Certainly, it is leaders on all sides and
political organisations in the country.
To do that, there must be a commonly
seems

rampant political violence dominate the
run-up to the next parliamentary elections. Both factors, in all situations,
do not herald free, fair and peaceful
elections; rather, they may be a sign of

a con.sensus

have

shared commitment to the survival of
the nation. But

again, this commitment
political party is preoccupied with partisan survival; some
are even pursuing collective political and
is absent

as

each

economic suicide. Zimbabwe is expe-

riencing an unprecedented contagion of
partisan political agenda. As such,
whichever party wins the elections may
be empty handed to solve the national
problems.
Of all evils, Zimbabwe is grappling
with the scourge of political violence.
There is some internal, political, self-

Crisis of long incumbency
What the

political leadership in Zimba-

2000

itself (internal opponents are quaran-

tined) and in the society at large. At
the extreme, the long incumbent regime
is ready for collective suicide. Preon its own
the real hardcore barrier to peaceful and

cisely, the regime becomes
democratic
servers,

political change. Few ob-

if any, will dispute the fact

that these

of the

political contoday. The nation
has a difficult problem in replacing
peacefully a long seated government
that has an apparent negative bill of
economic performance.
The political situation towards elections gravitates around this problem. It
is from this perspective that the attiare some

ditions in Zimbabwe

should be

viewed. More

destabilisation.

inevitably split into two camps; one that
supports the practice of long political
incumbency and another committed to

Zimbabwe

today is suffering from
that has overstayed or outlived its political and economic value. Outlived regimes are usually dangerous and they are often difficult to dislodge from power. In the
long period of rule, the governing team
the crisis of a government

networks itself in all the sectors of the
economy

and society. There is

a

and

police,

army

war veterans
so

because the nation is

abolish a long incumbent,

economically
under-performed government. Hereupon lies the political stakes and risks
in Zimbabwe towards the elections.

Just like past

brutal colonial regimes,
long incumbent regimes tend to be dislodged “by violent means”, as Franz
Fanon observed.

mis-

leading conception around the team that
only itself remains suitable to govern,

from the firm control of the media,

MAY

regime. It stifles all efforts at alterorganisation, both within

native political

tudes of the

long political incumbency culminates in both economic
decay and internal, political self-

babwe.

SAPEM

the

in Africa is that

destabilisation which hateful outside
forces could easily exploit to ignite civil
strife and civil-political anarchy in Zim-

grinding economic crisis and

political opponents. Political

brutalisation becomes the lifeblood of

bwe have failed to learn from elsewhere

that no other political force can
replace it. Inevitably, long incumbent
regimes live in conditions of myth and
they do draw part of the population or
all of it, into that myth.
The long incumbent regime has a
vast array of political tactics, ranging

The

cal violence, de-activation and Jiquidation of

and intelligence to politi-

Constitutional

backlog

Since 1979, Zimbabwe has had a task
deal with the constitutional backlog

to

in respect of two aspects.
is a long standing need to
remove

First, there
identify and

from the basic law all those

legal prescriptions that threaten human
freedom, security and initiative. The
Rhodesian legal legacy still weighs
negatively upon Zimbabweans and this
15
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is

apparently biased in favour of Zanu-

PF, operating like its
Prior to the
the state media

propaganda

arm.

February referendum,
mainly projected the

preferences of the government and the
ruling party.
Just like in the 1990 and 1995 general elections, the political pitch in Zimbabwe remains critically uneven in

favour of the

political visibility to the ruling party
whilst the opposition is restricted far
away into the shadow area. As such,
this political environment can not be
trusted to induce

an

open,
free and fair election.

competitive,

Question

The recent farm invasions

had been
In clause

57 of the draft constitution, the pro-

from white farmers without due com-

tions.

pensation. except if Britain, as the
former colonial power, agreed to provide compensation.

of the Rhodesian army

The inclusion of this radical clause
seems

to have

been masterminded by

ruling party, following campaigns
by the war veterans in January, for
enabling legislation on land reform. The
the

clau.se could have been viewed

as a

vote-winner, perhaps by misconception
of the

key political and economic issues in Zimbabwe. Every clear-minded
person in the country recalls that the
land issue has always been exploited
as a pre-election campaign card, with

given the historical imbalin the ownership, use and

control of land,

as

well

as

the ben-

accruing from this productive resource. Not only is it about

efits

land; it is squarely about the redistribution of agro-water and ir-

jgf cOHCem.
war

reform need to be undertaken in

tandem in Zimbabwe.
But

incidentally, the methods being

i

.

little initiative

i

•

t

t-

being taken in concrete

the elections are over.
At this juncture, ordinary

(the real voters)

Zimba-

are pre-occu-

pied with issues of diminished incomes,

programmes calculated to attain basicnational goals; robust agro-exports, en-

hospital fees, availability of cooking and
lighting fuel and the high death rate

agro-industrialisation, food seentity, job creation and raising the standards of living. Land reform should
not be simply treated as a racial issue
whereby the government shifts land

due to the HIV/AIDS

from whites to Blacks; this is a short-

sighted approach with severe economic

disruption of productivity, loss of export markets, loss of foreign currency earnings, business doconsequences:

retrenchments, or total economic

epidemic. The
has fallen far below the expected performance levels. This is the
problem for ordinary people; land remains an important issue, but not important enough to condition voter
choices today. To exploit the land issue as a vote winner is equal to a plunge
into a fatal political miscalculus.
economy

military

versus war veterans

chaos.

rejection of the draft constitution, in February, Zimbabwe has
seen rampant invasions upon whiteowned commercial farms. By midSince the
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In the run-up to the parliamentary elections this time, unlike in earlier general

elections since 1985,

questions are being raised about the political and ideo¬

war vet-

if Zanu-PF

parliamentary elections.
assumption that these war

lost the next
an

veterans

and the defence forces have

organic and psychological link. The
Zimbabwe National Army is partly
made up of the former liberation war
combatants who would, naturally,
an

share the

same causes as

the

Thus,

war

a

the

war vet-

threat of

war

by

somehow

veterans

the national army into the

picture. The key question is
whether the army commanders
fessional

are

ready and pro

enough to give alle-

giance to

any

elected

govern-

ment, irrespective of liberation
war

to

connections. It .still remains

be

seen

how the army

will

react to any significant shift of
power away from Zanu-PF.
Predictably, the

army

could

accept political change with a redistribution of

political

power.

In

of military

coups is still rather absent. Further,
the national army enjoys some international esteem because of its

professional
peace-keeping missions
in Angola and Somalia. No doubt, the
army needs to keep this perception that
they are apolitical and professional.
Without a miraculous good faith

conduct in UN

from government, and without independent external election monitors, the
2000
to

parliamentary elections are likely

offer two alternative outcomes: ei-

ther, there will be
that will
with the

a

peaceful election

keep Zanu-PF in power, or

there will be
with

The

war

Southern Africa, the culture

loss of employment, ever rising prices
of basic commodities, high school and

hanced

because the

There is

i

once

bweans

.so

have threatened

threatened war and soldiers

used to effect land reforms are ill-con-

SAPEM

erans

of the

ceived. Land reform and resettlement
should be taken as economic

sures,

was

More

concern.

if ZaUU-PF lost the UeXt pUrliamentary elections. There is an asSUmptiott that tiiese War VeteraUS
and the defenceforces have an orgaUlC and pSychologlCal link.

ligation infastractures in the country. Certainly, water is the single
most determining factor in agricultural output,” and so, land and agrowater

This

commanders,
particularly General Peter Walls, was
ambivalent, raising fears of a coup
against a new government.
Likewise today, the attitude of the
army has become an issue of major

of maMore SO beCUUSe the

veterans have

won the elecbecause the attitude

in the event that Zanu-PF

erans.

political barometer as J^ikgy^ise todUV, the attitude
the country heads on to the elections. There is a genuine reason army has become an issue

ance

independence elections in 1980, there
fears of a white-led military coup

con-

for land redistribution and resti-

Towards the

war veterans.

were

stitute the

tution

logical attitude of the defence forces
and the

spective basic law had sought to empower the government to seize land

ruling party and the in-

cumbent government. The political field
remains in a design to give a unique

The Land

more than 1 000 farms
invaded by the war veterans.

April,

a

violence-ridden election

victory of the opposition, but

potential for political tragedies.

There is dire need for the international

community to contain the drift towards
full economic and political chaos. But
of most, it is the Zimbabweans who
should save themselves urgently from
political tragedies ■
17

News Briefs
African Trade Unions (COSATU), had

Sudan

threatened to embark

only the secthe country's

on

ond national strike since
Ba.shir Dkci.arks Ri

i.inc

first democratic elections in 1994. The

Paria

threat

Skcrktariat Frozen
Khartoum

-

Sudanese President Omar

el Bashir has frozen the General Sec-

retariat of the

ruling party, the National
Congress, in a new crackdown on the
Party’s Secretary, Hassan el Turabi. In
a

recent

televised address

to

the

at a

came

traded at its lowest
the US dollar, following negative overseas sentiment
generated largely by the economic and
political turmoil in Zimbabwe.

well

as

all

Congress Secretariat
of its regional

Sierra Leone
Feioht

to

Freetown

-

Rebels in Sierra Leone have

taken control of the

Nairobi

White-owned farms in

Kenya
by black families,
according to a deputy minister in the
Kenyan Government. The land invasions follow calls by two parliamen-

tarians for the seizure of white-owned

land. Basil Criticos, the Assistant Minister for Roads and Public Works, said
a

statement that about 300 families

had moved

on

to

his farm

other farm. The squatters

tal, Freetown. As the rebels advanced.

over

and

*

beaten up his security personnel.
Another 200 families had invaded an-

2,000

acres

had “burned

of sisal and started

early this
Nigerian capital, Abuja,
warned that they were prepared to use
military force to prevent any illegal attempt to seize power. A statement is-

cultivating and
subdividing the
land with impunity,” Mr Criticos said.
Steven Ndichu, an MP in the opposition Social Democratic Party, and

sued at the end of the summit said the

of the President, have

month in the

leaders

were

considering sending back

the West African

who

were

peacekeeping troops
only last month.

withdrawn

Meanwhile, British soldiers, after com-

pleting the evacuation of the majority
of European and Commonwealth nationals seeking to escape the deepening crisis, seem to have become involved in the conflict, having secured
a number of strategic positions around
the capital.

South Africa
Sot

TH

Africa Braces For

CRiPPi.iNt; Strike

Sharif Nassir, a minister in the Office

recently called
Kenyans to follow the lead
taken by landless Zimbabweans, and
occupy white-owned farms.
on

black

Eritrea
Foreicn Minisier DoI'BTS

Army Sets

Windhoek

-

cp

Bases

in

Anc.oi

Recent reports

a

in The

Asmara

-

Accusing the Ethipian

government of scuttling the OAU peace
plan and using it to prepare for war,

up military bases
suit of Angolan

Eritrean

inside Angola in purUNITA rebels who
have been terrorising Namibian villagers along the border between the two

foreign minister. Haile

Woldetensae said, “Ethiopia is not
interested in resolving the Eritrean-

against UNITA to stop it from
killing and robbing Namibians. More
than 30 villagers and motorists have

Ethiopian conflict diplomatically." The
foreign minister indicated that he
seriously doubted the Ethiopian
government was interested in bringing
an end to the problem between the two
neighbours, adding that “Ethiopia's
leaders had deliberately come up with
questions and reservations about peace
proposals by third parties just to kill

been killed in the northeast of Namibia

time."

countries. The Namibian said the NDF

operating from inside Angola
Nujoma's
statements that his country’s

in line with President Sam
recent

soldiers would launch cross-border

against rampant job losses and the
restructuring of state assets.
The 18 affiliates, representing 1.8 million members of the Congress of South

tacks

18

Ethiopian Moves TowarFs Peace

Namhian say that the Namibian Defence Force (NDF) has apparently set

threatened to down their tools in protest

Aoain.st Africa

-

Namibia

has been

Cape Town - An estimated one million
workers throughout South Africa

RiMiNAiTON

Ghana’s President Rawlings has
expressed frustration and anger at the
rampant discrimination against Africa
by the Western world when it
comes to helping the continent consolidate peace and security for the development of its peoples. “But when it
comes to sapping our resources, they
are the experts,” he said at meeting with
the Singapore High Commissioner to
Ghana, Foo Kok Swee. Rawlings cited
developments in Sierra Leone, saying
it is painful that the gains brought about
through the hard work and sacrifice of
the people are beginning to suffer reverses.
He expressed regret that the
international community did not do
enough to assist efforts of the sub-region to consolidate peace in that country. “Sadly, we only hear of the international community wanting to move
only into situations where peace has
been achieved at the expense of other
small countries...You can’t keep peace
if you don’t make it.”

Accra

have been invaded

strategic town of
Masiaka, prompting thousands of civilians to flee towards the
capiWest African leaders who met

Ghana

KEN^ANS ‘OcCTPV’

in
Freetown

army's incursion into Angola.

Rawi.incs Ancrv At

White-Owned Farms

secretariats.” Bashir, who is also the

aides.

Rundu. However, the NDF chief of
staff, has denied knowledge of the

Disc

as

party’s chairman, said he had taken the
measure after exhausting all chances
of understanding with Turabi and his

linked to UNITA. More than 20

Kenya

na-

tion, Bashir declared “the freezing of
the National

time when the local

currency, the rand,
levels ever against

the past

five months by assailants
people
have been injured in landmine and
grenade attacks while electricity pylons
were blown up in Thikanduko, east of
over

at-
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Gender

Unequal sexes and the
gender challenge in Namibia
Nahas A.

Angula

in her study on conflict and social change in Northern Namibia, discussed two events which clearly put the gender challenge in
the country within its historical context.

Meredith McKittrick (1995)

T
In

he first incident was a crusade

mother. The mother and

daughter came

The Ovambo traditional authorities

against women's mobility

under heavy

social pressure because of
Kambueshere conceiving an ‘illegitimate’ child. In Ovambo tradition, this

discovered that the only way control
could be exercised on all their subjects,

bad omen. In order to overcome
this social ostracism, Kambueshere and
her mother decided to strangle the child
to death. King Shaanika lipinge, of the

to

from the North to the South.

1918, the then Resident Com(RCO),

missioner for Ovamboland

Major C.N.N. Manning, embarked
policy of containment against
women in Northern Namibia. It all
started when a woman returning
from a visit to the North was refused
permission to go back to her work

on a

in Tsumeb.
The

had a pass allowing her
Tsumeb. She took along a

woman

to return to

girl relative. This action provided

the

was a

Ongandjera, where the infanticide took
place ordered that the crime be reported
to

the colonial authorities.

Kambueshere and her mother were
arrested. They were both committed
for trial in Windhoek. The pair was sentenced and sent to jail

in Grootfontein.

colonial resident commis-

of accusing her of engaging in “the
oldest profession in the
sioner with the pretext

incident

world.”

“This

marked the

beginning of tight

administrative controls over
women

going to the south,”
McKittrick

observed

(1995:94).
The resident commis-

a

certain

Mwaala

the

case

Nangombe Kambueshere.
was

undergoing initiation. King
Nashilongo chased her and her

farm, since it depended

a functioning
subsistence economy in the
reserve.”
The case of Nangombe

on

maintaining

Kambueshere illustrates com-

plex gender intricacies. The
traditional authorities

‘illegiti-

“source of

Kambueshere, however, was eventu-

ally released on the basis of insanity.
The mother was discharged when she
mounted her own defence in pleading
ignorance of customary laws in

shame, misfortune and evil”. The colonial authorities on the other hand,

Uukwaluudhi. McKittrick concluded:
“This

case was

unique not in the defact that

tails of the ‘crime’; but in the
it was known and pursued by

officials”

colonial

{McKittrick, 1995: 198).

These two events illustrate the coa-

leseing of two forces which were
seemingly different and separate but in

return to her homestead in
Uukwaluudhi. King Mwaala objected
and ordered the family to leave his Kingdom. Kambueshere and her mother
moved to Ongandjera. At this point,

gender terms had similar impact in their
own ways. In the case of containment
of Ovambo women’s mobility both

Kambueshere’s father divorced her

for different reasons.

to

were

caught between the forces of
tradition and modernity. Tra-

mate’ children

birth in 1941. Upon giving birth,
Kambueshere and her family attempted

gave
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controlled women’s mobility to ensure
that the subsistence economy continued to reproduce sufficient labour.
McKittrick (1995:96) correctly coneluded: “... the colonial economy
needed women to stay home

dition dictated that

parents out of Uukwaluudhi. They all
migrated to Uukolonkadhi, where she

SAPEM

Kings and their courtiers. The

the

initiation ceremony.

born in the 1920s,
in Uukwaluudhi. She became pregnant
before

ute to

colonial authorities on the other hand

example, annual initiation ceremonies were controlled by the king or
members of the royal family. At the
same time, no woman was allowed to
conceive a child before undergoing an

in Ovamboland.

Kambueshere

be forced to return to
Ovamboland and continue to pay tribwould

and

gued that such controls were necessary in order to uphold customary law

of

mobility of females. By controlling the mobility of females, males
limit the

For

sioner for Ovamboland .ar-

The second incident was

including male contract workers, was

Ovambo tradition and the colonial authorities found

a common cause

though

were

keen at

were a

imposing their jurisdic-

murder cases within Ovambo
traditional society. The case in the
tion

over

perspective “revolved around
changing local ideas about criminality,
morality, and ‘illegitimate’ pregnancies”,
{McKittrick, 1995:198). In a curious
way, tradition and modernity exacted
punishment on Kambueshere, though
broad

for different

reasons.

Containment of women’s mobility
and enforcement of criminal laws related to reproductive choices demonstrate the power of both tradition and

modernity over women. In the
Namibian context, the gender challenge
19

Gender
only be understood within the inpatriarchy and

can

band

normally paid a head of cattle to
the headman. This meant that the land
on which the
young household settled

stitutions of traditional
colonial capitalism.

belonged to the husband. It followed.
Patriarchal gender relations
The

patriarchal relations were
characterized by male dominance and
female subordination fMrz, 7997). The
basis of male power was men’s control
women’s labour. This

patriarchy

was

exemplified by social

institution of

kinship emerged when

certain clans within communities
assumed control over land and its

distribution. Such clans became the

exceptions, community heads
were

males;

so were

or

control

over

exercised
over

his

land, the king

religious

power

subjects. The

religious functions included
the supervision of community
rituals such

as

initiation rites,

a

child before

un-

few

kings

which could sustain their families,

The
Black worker earned starvation wage,
This meant that the subsistence

had to support the contract

economy

worker upon his return to the rural areas. The subsistence economy was
sustained by women. Women had
therefore to expend energy to support
their husbands, which meant that in
this same way, their labour also
subsidised the colonial economy. This

is “patriarchal capitalism” (Witz,7997).
capitalism subjected

lations within these traditional communities. The kinship arrangement on the

service the homestead, but also to

hearth and caring for the siblings. Hus-

expected reproduction;

both biological and economic.

women to

hand

i

j

i

n

*

4.1

i

domestic work

not

only to

subsidise the colonial economy. Colonial wealth was, thus, built on the
labour and sweat of Black male and
female labour. Female labour was,
however, never rewarded for its contributionjust as female domestic labour
was not fully rewarded by a husband,
Women, therefore, suffered double
oppression. For women the patriarchal
domination was pervasive and direct,
The capitalist exploitation on the other

Thg contract lubour SyStem plaCCd the
nj

re-

a wage

Patriarchal

bands further

royal

them

child was burnt to death. Social taboos
and prohibitions reified the gender re-

fore, inherit from a deceased father.
Within the patriarchal household the
woman’s role was that of tendering the

of

the councillors and

headmen. Female members of the
clans exercised powers over
all the commoners. Besides

eon-

regulated the rights of inheritance. In a matrilineal society, a
person can only inherit from ones
mother’s lineage. Achild cannot, there-

councillors and ward headmen. In this
way
hierarchical
control
communities emerged. With

within the household

other hand

royal ones. Within the royal clan a
community head or king emerged. The
communal head appointed district

pay

strata of the colonial workforce.

use

dergoing an initiation ceremony. A
woman conceiving an ‘illegitimate’

systems of kingship and kinship. The

law to

the land

allowed to conceive

Ovambo communities, the institution of

any

The contract labour system placed
the Black labour force at the lower

Kings’control of initiation rites and
marriage ceremonies enabled them to
appropriate the power of fertility over
their communities. For example, annual
initiation ceremonies were controlled by
the king or members of the royal family. At the same time, no woman was

within the

quired by

therefore, that the husband controlled
text.

happened
family and public domain,
In Namibia, the patriarchal social
relations were particularly evident in
traditional societies. For example, in
over

The employer was, therefore, not

44

was

invisible and indirect

on women,
The situation was further ex-

tSlaCK UlOOUrjOrce Ut tnC lOWCr Strata acerbated by colonial racism.
of the COlonial WOrkforCC. The Black Racism against Black women
was
demonstrated by the
WOrker earned Starvation wage.
stigmatisation of Black women

marriage ceremonies and rainmaking
prowess. Control over land distribution,
communal rites, rituals and ceremonies
gave the king controlling power over
the lives of his subjects.
The institution of kinship further
reinforced the power of patriarchy. The

,

in urban

The

of

Nangombe
Kambwendere illustrates the power of
social taboos over reproductive rights.
case

The case of the Tsumeb woman, on
the other hand, shows the struggle of
women to

escape traditional

limitations.

being immoral,
Compulsory examinations for venereal
diseases against unmarried Black
women were carried out by colonial
authorities. The goal was partially to
force these women to leave urban areas

areas as

in order to service the subsistence

In both cases, however, the power of
colonial capitalism created new sexual

economy.

allowed to bring along their families.

to achieve

Racism severely limited the
kinship relations cemented family ties
possibility for Black women to particiamong people of the same clan. In
division of labour.
I pate in the cash economy. Those who
Ovambo communities, kinship was ori were employed as domestic servants
ganized on the principle of matriliniality. I
The capitalist division of labour
| were paid wages far below those of
Matriliniality meant that descent within |
their male counterparts,
the clan followed the maternal line.
The capitalist division of labour within I
The gender challenge in Namibia
Though the clan was matrilineal the
the context of colonial Namibia was
today should be appreciated From its
head of the clan was, however, norexemplified by the imposition of the
historical, sociological and capitalist
mally a male.
contract labour system and the system
economy perspectives. Sexual inequaliAnother institution which reified
of containment of women’s mobility.
ties are pervasive in domestic settings,
patriarcby was patriarchal marriage arThe contract labour system was imin public domains, at work places and
rangements. This meant that after marposed on male Black labour. The coneven in .social settings. A national genriage, a woman moved into the hou.se- | tract labour system was based upon
der policy should therefore be all
hold of the future husband. The husmigration. Workers were regarded as
encompassing.lt should aim at
band was obliged to acquire land for
temporary sojourners at their work
deconstructing economic and social
cultivation and settling. Such land was
places. For this reason they were not
institutions. This is the only sure way
acquired from ward headmen. The hus20

gender equality»
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Society

and the Arts

Culture through
the opera glasses
Celia Winter Irving

West, culture has had its price, and traditionally those who are ‘cultured’ were those who
afford it. Art is meant to be interesting to those who buy it, opera to those who can afford the

In the

could

ticket. Culture

by virtue of the “art, literature and music” definition

separates the rich from

T

he home of culture defines its

audience, the gal-

lery, the opera house, the theatre, the concert
hall. All imply a degree of wealth on the part of

who buys the painting can interpret it correctly, whether the person who
affords the ticket can appreciate the psychic level of
the opera is not the issue. By their presence in the
gallery or at the opera house, the person is seen to he
cultured and seeing is believing.
Generally what is seen as culture in the West is “affordable” and traditionally what has been seen as culture in Africa has been part of the way of life of both the rich and
poor. Traditionally in Africa, spiritual wealth has been as
highly regarded as material wealth. And culture which relates to spiritual things; the property of all, the dancer in the
Gule Wamkulu of the Chewa, has often been a mealie guard.
Although the artist, the maker of the ceremonial object has
been held in high esteem, he is not necessarily wealthy.
Such rituals as the Gule Wamkulu bring people together and
cement community life, and if the mask today is hou.sed in
the museum, it should not be forgotten that it reached a

the

Whether the person

consumer.

wider audience

on

the face of the masked dancer.

Today things have changed. Thanks to

technology and

ticket culture has become affordable. For those

afford the

who

painting, the reproduction can suffice, for

rather than in leather and fourth editions are more
popular than limited editions. Culture’s popularity spreads

paper

as

such it becomes democratised.

things have gone the other way. The traditional
is part of a “Dance Troupe” which performs for

In Africa
dancer

Heads of State and travels the world. In the dance as a

performance, the entertainment value is more important than
the meaning. Thus African culture has become “box office” and its audience the elite, rather than those on the compound who understand the rhythm of the drum.
Culture as it applies to the individual or society today has
become bound by definition. Definitions of culture allow
concepts of culture to fluctuate like the flu victims ternperature. A whole vocabulary has built up to describe the
SAPKM
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culture, boundaries, mainstreams, margins,

dynamics of

change, culture shock, cultural borrowing, words

cultural

and more words.
If the arts today are

subject to Councils, culture is subject to Ministries and policies. The new literature of culture

presented, the white papers which are read.
are “pushed through at the meeting”,
and culture becomes a “topic for discussion” and “part of
the formal agenda”. Committees are formed to discuss culture, and any respectable government has a “cultural policy”.
Where does this leave the artist, the person whose creativity draws the crowd?
A definition of culture, once the prerogative of an indi-

are

the reports

New ideas

on

culture

vidual at best the artists himself or herself, a wider commua society and its structure, is now
those who deal in words; academics and

nity,

culture

scholars, to whom
“work on paper”.
like things easy to read culture is simply

essentially is

For those who

the prerogative of

a

way of life and all it embraces. If a way of life changes,
the definitions work. And at a time of the legitimisation of
new

styles, sexual alternatives and spiritual options, ways
change.
person is no longer who he or she is, but what he or

life

of life do
A

can-

those who cannot afford the ticket the opera is brought into
the home through the video or the CD. Books are bound in

and

a person, a country, an ethnic group. And so
each person goes through the wringer and comes out someone else. Acculturation, configuration, inculturation, cross

culture of

a

information technology the consumer base for culture in
the West has broadened. For those who cannot buy the
not

of the leisure of the North

the poor and by this definition creates a cultural elite.

person’s range of knowledge and expelifetime has broadened considerably over

she becomes. That

rience within

one

thirty years. A sculptor working in stone in Guruve,
central Zimbabwe, can the next day be in the Netherlands.
The traditionally accepted cultural boundaries of that sculp-

the past

change within twelve hours. It is inevitable that the
experience of the sculptor in the Netherlands will affect how
tor can

he

sees

himself, and how he

sees

his culture.

companies and
than an empty
word have given global meaning to the term “professional
mobility”. An oil company executive can move from the
The emergence of multi and transnational
the effects of globalisation when it is more

Near East to Brunei, and back to home ba.se
space

course

culture shock of living
the

in Europe in the

a year. And here the definitions work. Within
of this year he may reel from the bruises of

of

mores

the
the
Islamic country, a country where

in an
and customs which constitute culture are far dif21

Society
ferent from his

His tongue may

own.

evening beer, his wife

thirst in vain for its
for the job she cannot get
remain at home because there is

may yearn

take. His children may

or

and the

“international school”. The wail of the muezzin in the

no

mosque may grit his teeth.
The formalities of doing
his

may

remain foreign to

own.

West Indies, and casinos in Monaco, their home in London,
the Ritz, their home in New York, the Hilton, their

transport

the

private jet. The culture of such people is genuinely international, they are fluent in the customs, mores and language
of wherever they are, and there is no place called home.
In today’s world cultures borrow freely from other cultures in particular in matters of lifestyle. In Africa women
clothes, and cram themselves into the standard sizes unknown in traditional African dress. In
Europe
models stride down the cat walk bearing teeth, wearing tusks
and the forbidden furs. In Africa Europeans in restaurants
wear western

demand sadza and relish and African patrons Steak
and Duck a I’Orange. In Europe African dance

Diane

companies

perform, and bodies, oiled and greased throw themselves
around the stage, wearing teeth, tusks and forbidden furs
as
they are worn traditionally in Africa. In Harare, the “Reps
“Swan Lake” or Cowards “Private Lives”

to

capacity houses.
Increasingly the word culture is applied to the manner
or way in which
things are done, which is not far away
from the original definition of culture as a way of life. The
corporate culture dictates everything from the nature of a
handshake to the “teeth and smiles” greeting, how a person
is addressed,

what is

worn

and how

a

person

behaves

so-

cially. If the professional is to work in another country the
“briefing” may take more than the actual job. There are
courses to be attended, manuals written to
explain the complex codes of corporate behaviour. But corporate behaviour
is not far removed from the behaviour expected in a traditional African village, where formal greetings, dress, and
social behaviour must take place in a certain way.
Today the telephone has left the home to be carried on
the streets and in the car. A person is “open for business”
twenty four hours a day, and the concept of leisure and
leisure as an aspect of culture has changed the world over.
Seats at the opera house are empty because the opera lover
will stay at home and experience Turandot on video in case
the phone call is missed. In the West “live culture” has given
way to canned
video than he is

culture and Pavarotti is better known

on

the

operatic stage.
Religiously .speaking, church music has left Bach and
Palestrina behind and climbed the hit parade. The presentation of gospel music, in performance similar to a pop concert has become part of the culture of
Christianity as it is
part of the way of life of the Christian community in many
countries. Marathon “gospel fests” take place in stadiums
and parks, and the words of Jesus pack them in.
By way of the video of the opera, and the CD of the
gospel singer, music has forced its way into the home and
the “occasion” which previously separated the cultured from
on

the uncultured.
An

important aspect of affordable culture is the “Festiare cheap, the
opera or concert broadens
base to those who sit blankets on the ground and

val”. The tickets
out

22

its

drink beer rather than those who wear dinner
jackets or
tails and drink French champagne during the interval. The
Festival audience for the concert or opera is not discriminated by seating, there are no boxes for the rich and Gods
for the poor

business

Today the very rich may constitute the stateless and
homeless, doing their business from island hideouts in the

Theatre” will stage

Arts

which establish in the eyes of all the sociostanding of the opera or concert goer. Such performances are a pleasing aspect of the democratisation of
economic

culture.

Today culture is the cake of which everyone wants a
piece. The impresarios of the past are known today as the
promoters of culture. As the competition stiffens music
groups and artists must be marketed and promoted. Culture
is highly exportable.
If culture is successfully democratised it is no
longer

essential to be “seen to be cultured” even if what is seen is
not understood. The cultured
person today should not be
seen as the man with a
glass in his hand and a well dressed

woman on his arm at the
gallery or the opera house; he can
be the young boy who moves in the street with a Walkman,
the music of Mozart trilling in his ears. Another definition of

culture which supposes a learned
understanding of the arts
and finer things in life might be defined as “intellectual
property” the knowledge a person has to see life in a certain
way.
Society must put a high value on intellectual property as
a human
right and if it is a human right it must be affordable. Part of the democratisation of culture should be to
make the finer things affordable, to remove the
“pay to go
in” attitude of the promoters of culture. And this means

subsidy by government or the private sector. While the vulpick the bones, those
who are starved for culture because they are not able to
tures of culture should be allowed to

afford it should be able to pleasure in its flesh.
The Italians knew what to do when they dispersed the
intellectual property of the nation in public places,

sculppaintings in cathedrals and churches with doors
open to all, operas in theatres with pits larger than stalls; so
that it became the popular culture of the
country. Opera in
Italy has always been the most available of the arts; the
operas of Verdi tie in the history of the country and some
operas of Puccini gave poignant representation to the lives
of ordinary Italians.
tures and

Let the democratisation of culture start in schools and
continue in adult education classes as much as universities.
Let books of learning be published with paper on their backs

well as being bound in fine leather. Let
newspapers
“everybody’s read” contain articles which improve the mind
and sort out what is good and what is bad. Let knowledge
be acquired rather than rammed down the throats and let it,
like the sciences, be applied. If culture is a way of life let the
lives of everyone be cultured.
But today the world is a culture shock. As much as
people
are cleansed of their
ethnicity they are cleansed of their culas

ture

because these

are one

and the

same.

Cultures become

trying to dominate other cultures. Culture in Africa is no longer the kind of relish that is put on the sadza
and the way a woman does her hair; it is what makes
people
fight, maim and kill each other. A cultural identity is a thing
to be fought for, languages, like human bodies are
fraught
with impurities. Culture must not be taken for granted as
something someone was born with. It must be treasured
and prized and above all, in Africa, to let its heritage teach
monsters

the lesson

■
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Media

White over Black: The
media on Zimbabwe
Ibbo Mandaza

One

ofthe prominentfeatures of the National Constitutional Assembly (NCA)-Movement
for Democratic Change (MDC) demonstration on April 1, in Harare, was that scene in
which a white man, injured and with blood streaming down his face, is hoisted above the
crowd, with the obvious intention of highlighting, in the most visible way possible, the
shocking horror of violence on that day.
hese

replayed
again in some
sections of the local media,
including The Farmer magazine, the
publication of the predominantly

T

were scenes

and

over

over

white Commercial Farmers’ Union

(CFU).
Likewise, most of the foreign

individual - and his
in this crossfire

family - caught up
the land

over

and the white settler colonial

question

legacy in

Zimbabwe.
It is this

picture that provoked the
feelings of racial affinity in
European Union circles, including the
attempt by some therein to suspend
inevitable

correspondents - including those from
gave “Eyewitness”

non-humanitarian aid to Zimbabwe

of the demonstration, of

the rule of law and the right of minorities

the BBC and S ABC
accounts

-

“until it is

seen

respect democracy,

to

“bloodied” white victims; of blood

within its borders.” The British

“spurting from the head of a white
lady... and then from the head of her

even more

husband...”; of “Another white man”
who was “set upon” as he came out of
the bank; and of the white farmer in

000 former

Marondera who “was

so

red” with his

wounds, “you couldn’t tell that he was
white”.

So, many readers in Zimbabwe will
have been

shocked

more

at

the

photograph, in one of the daily
newspapers, of Ian Kay the white

were

hysterical and unveiled plans

to evacuate some 20 000 out of the 40

white settlers.

would not turn

our

backs

whites),” asserted
office

a

on

“But
them

we

(the

British Foreign

spokesman.

However, it is a picture that is
incomplete until the historical details are
filled in and the current reality
highlighted; the fact that the real land
grabbing of the white settler colonial
era has bequeathed a situation wherein

farmer from Marondera, than at the
news about a Black policeman killed

about 4 000 white farmers

own

million hectares

than 50

in the

of Zimbabwe’s prime
agricultural land - while about two
million black peasants occupy 16
million hectares, “often in droughtprone regions,” acknowledges a BBC
reporter Joseph Winter; and the fact that
this ‘‘land question" was glossed over
at Lancaster House 20 years ago, with

same

violence. The BBC report

(by Africa Correspondent Jane
Strandley) on the same incident
mentioned the death of the Black

policeman almost
The account

on

as an after thought.
the white victims was

newsworthy enough!
The image of a white minority under
persecution from a Black majority is
sustained in the orchestrated TV

footage - particularly
News and SABC

commercial farms

-

on

the BBC, Sky

on

white-owned

being invaded by
Black war veterans and peasants. It is
a distressing sight to state the least,
especially given the predicament of any
SAPEM
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-

or more

12

percent

neither the EU, Britain

nor

any

significant factor in the northern
hemisphere making the kind of noises
that would be expected of champions
of “democracy” and “justice”, about
this historical and socio-economic

obscenity.
Yes, it is

a

complete picture only if

the observer is also able to see, behind
the white faces that face the TV

the many angry excombatants and landless peasants who
now wish to capitalize on a rare
camera,

opportunity to have the historical
injustice rectified. For all those who
believe that the land question should
have been resolved at independence in
1980, it is no longer possible for anyone
to use the issue as
merely a votecatching gimmick. It is equally
disgraceful for any Black Zimbabwean
to suggest that the land issue is not
contentious, if only because two
decades of post-independence have
caused the obvious amnesia

on

the part

of those few Blacks who have benefited
most

from the “fruits of independence.”

But

amnesia

blindness

to

and

downright

social and economic

realities also arise out of the

myth of
indispensability” to Southern
African economies, a myth reinforced
as much by the ideology of white settler
domination as by the nature of capitalist
exploitation and development in this
sub-region. Not until the realization that
“white

23
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Media

Black labour has been

medium to

the development of both the

counterparts.

indispensable to
agricultural
sector and the economy in general does
the notion of “white indispensability”
begin to dissipate into the myth that it
is. A point which, sadly and regrettably,
one of Zimbabwe’s leading trade
unionists
Morgan Tsvangirai appears to have overlooked, if only out
of political expediency, when he made
the following statement: “We are going
to take whites because they are
creating jobs. We should not have any
grudge against the whites because they
are creating the jobs we need.”
Yet this is part of colonial
historiography, including the view that
-

without whites there could have been
no

development in Africa! The answer

long-term than their white

therefore, it is

as impossible to
caricature a white fascist as it is possible
to demonize a Black nationalist.

There is

of

nothing new in this type
newsmaking: that of focusing on

the white to make the

Not surprising, whitefascists like Ian
Smith and Piet Botha have been allowed
to retire almost victoriously to the end
under post-independence and (post-

For that

also, there has always been the
the part of any African state

reason

fear,

news.

on

in

particular, of the possible political
repercussions worldwide if a white
person is harmed let alone killed on its
soil.
This is why the media at home
and abroad sought to make a news
killing with the events in Zimbabwe on
April 1. A theme so overdone that it
prompted a confession, albeit a lame
one, by those accustomed to view
matters

that
as

in terms of

apartheid), their glaring atrocities and
the
political
and
economic
consequences thereof virtually
concealed under the flimsy cloak of socalled reconciliation; while Black
nationalists like Robert

Mugabe are
being demonized beyond recognition,
their historic sacrifices almost forgotten
in societies now punch drunk with the
fad of “new democracy” and phony
“multiracialism” that speaks more about
concealing blatant historic injustices and
economic inequalities.
Those responsible for this
gross mis-representation of
history in our media and politics
also appear to have forgotten
that it was not they who

white-over-black,

they were “not as convinced
foreign press that whites were

even

the

for Morgan Tsvangirai, and all
those who share this warped
view of history, is simple:

imagine the white settlement
without such material and
human resources as the land

itself,

minerals,

enormous

and

Black labour

the

removed the Ian Smiths and
settler colonialism in

reserves.

The

political and economic
imperatives of colonialism were

nor

general,

made and elected the Robert

obvious and account for both

Mugabes of the
postindependence era. Strange,

this

therefore,

current

white-over-black

“white

or

indispensability”

that

their

But the belief in

representatives like the Rev.
Timothy Neil, of the Anglican

indispensability” is not

Church in Zimbabwe, should

confined to white racists and

arrogantly declare that they will
remove Mugabe and “start

syndrome.
“white

white liberals

generally.
As evidenced by Tsvangirai’s

own

words,

share the

even

afresh”.

Black liberals

For,

Start what and how?

the

main

import of
Thomp.son Tsodzo’s reply (in

philosophy; and to

some extent

one

in

Herald) to Timothy Neil was
simply to let the likes of such

many state actors
Zimbabwe
have
also

subscribed to it in that they have
likewise shown lack of faith and
confidence in their

own

Black

entrepreneurs by helping to
nurture

farmer David Stevens, at his funeral in Harare

and reinforce “white

indispensability” in the economy and
thereby helping to retain the latter as
narrow-based

as

two decades

of

it has been for the la.st

post-independence.
Now, “white indispensability” itself has

become so threatened and vulner-able;
and with it, likewise the economy which
will remain insecure until there is in
Zimbabwe a comprehensive policy that
will see commercial agriculture and

industry democratized beyond the few,
and the potential for employment and
development enhanced. Therefore, it
should be obvious to our trade union
leader and emergent political leader that blacks, too, do employ labour and
have greater potential to do so in the
-
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specifically 'targeted' by ZANU (PF)
supporters and war seterans.”
There are hardly any Black heroes
or heroines in
history; I mean in that
“history” in which race and white
liberalism are part of the dominant
paradigm. Likewise in the media that
is so dominated by the same
throughout Southern Africa and in the
West.

With reference to Zimbabwe,

there is the

preoccupation with the bite
of white journalists in
our midst, a
tendency not seldom
reflected in the uncritical parroting on
the part of some of our own in the
media in particular. For, it is the white
noir

on

the part

hero and the bite noir that makes news;

called liberals know that

they
positive
role
whatsoever
to
play in
Zimbabwe, except to lay off or
shut up. White liberals have done more
to complicate the issues than help to
so

Making the headlines: Maria, the widow of slain

letter to the Editor in The

have

no

resolve them. The

current

Zimbabwean

situation refers.

Indeed, contemporary Southern Africa
and the world at

large - is a history
obscenely rewritten by white liberals
and their Black cron'ies, and then
scrawled across our media, in language
and images that glorify white over black,
might over struggle, myth over reality.
Events in Zimbabwe in particular and
in Southern Africa generally are
beginning to expose such myths and
lay
bare
the
realities
of

-

the

political and socio-economic

dynamics»
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Obituary
an

Munangatire:
minded and

Herbert

fair

-

the days of The Zimbabwe

I

her 1977.1

was a

student at the Univer-

sity of Zimbabwe in need of a holiday job.
He was editor-in-chief oiThe Zimbabwe

Times, a weekly tabloid owned by the British multinational, Lonrho.
For Z$20 a week, I began what became
a career in journalism. But even more important, a friendship with a man who can

justifiably claim to have been one of the
influences in my life. His flamboyant personality, love for cigars, imported wines
and prawns suggested pomposity and
snobbery. His sometimes acerbic tongue
and low tolerance for fools confirmed

create

in the

the spirit of King
knights at Camelot. His

trials and tribulations at The Zimbabwe

Times, but never a dull moment. I recall
when the two of us were charged under
the Law and Order Maintenance Act for
a story without submitting it
vetting at the Combined Military Op-

publishing

erations office.

magistrate’s court, noticing that
slightly nervous, he said I should
not worry because he would use delaying tactics until the charges were
dropped. I will never forget the verbal exAt the

I

was

this

fair-minded and generous .soul.

a

In 1978, veteran

Abel Muzorewa, Rev.

Ndabaningi Sithole,

and the late Chief Jeremiah Chirau, en-

were

the

war

Nkomo in Khartoum, to
our

counter-balance

of internally based parties.
paper which was seen, not with-

coverage

But the

justification, as having been
Tiny Rowland to support
Nkomo, was eventually banned in late

out some

founded by
1978.

Munangatire always said we should
SAPKM
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a

Harare suburb known

Rashiwe Guzha,

was one we pur-

zeal. There

was

suspicion that Rashiwe’s disap-

agents. She had an
who is

Munangatire ensured that we
balance. We did not report on
The late Munangatire
because it was not possible to

publish communiques by the two liberation movements that made up the Patriotic Front, namely the Zimbabwe African
National Union (Zanu) and the Zimbabwe
African People’s Union (Zapu). When
censorship laws were relaxed,
Munangatire interviewed Mugabe and

in

pearance was the work of Zimbabwe’s
Central Intelligence Organisation (CIO)

Mugabe, then in exile in Zam-

of stories.
a

illegally possessed Mtizwa’s house
as Mabelreign,
after he defaulted on a loan. Munangatire
agreed that we pay legal costs for a court
case to get Mtizwa to recover his house.
We sought legal opinion and were told
that the whole transaction was riddled
with illegalities. The lawyer advised us to

rer,

strong

viable without Joshua Nkomo

difficult times with strict censorship

struck

and Zimbabwe’s football star Stanford
‘Stix’ Mtizwa. Tengende, a ruthless usu-

sued with missionary

Mozambique respectively. These

bia and

usual with

while it lasted.
He always used to say that journalists must represent the interests of ordinary people not political or business elites.
At the Sunday Times he proved that these
were not just empty words. I told him of a
story involving one late Oliver Tengende

servant,

position

against the settlement on the grounds that
and Robert

as was

The story of the disappearance and
presumed death of a Zimbabwean civil

in the internal agreement, that brought
about the short-lived Zimbabwe-Rhode-

was not

destined to fail. But

Hermu, it was great fun

Z$2 000 for our efforts.

gaged Ian Smith in talks which culminated

it

We did, however,

nately, the footballer, who throughout this
ordeal had been bullied by Tengende, got
cold feet and declined to proceed. We paid

nationalists Bishop

sia. The Zimbabwe Times took a

to me.

go to court to rescind the transfer of
Mtizwa’s house to Tengende. Unfortu-

impression. But in truth, behind this exterior was

news

together again in 1992 when he

founded another tabloid. The Sunday
Times. It was an under-capitalised ven-

philosophy was that fun and revelry were
an integral part of journalism. There were

for

Munangatire found it impossible to

work

newsroom

Arthur and his

me a

Lonrho, the late Nick Kruger, against employing me and the appointment was ve-

ture

first met the late Herbert

Times. In 1984,

job at Lonrho. A cabinet
minister warned the then chairman of

he offered

break the

Tendai Dumbutshena

Munangatire (HMD or Hermu as we
affectionately called him), in Decern-

eventually dropped.
friendship endured well beyond

case was

Our

toed.

soui

generous

expert in other fields.

The

now

us was

the

affair with a CIO boss
moved

late. What particularly

desperation of her parents

-

which

poor peasant folk - to know the fate of
their daughter. Their efforts and cries for

Magistrate: Mr. Munangatire we must set
a date for the trial. This has been dragging on for too long.
Munangatire: My lord, we are still waiting for Reserve Bank approval to hire
senior counsel from South Africa or

people. This was what riled us and
Munangatire was prepared to go all the
way to get to the bottom of this tragic

change with the white magistrate
went

like this:

'

England. It is a fundamental principle
of justice that a person is represented
by counsel of his choice.
Magistrate: Since you are well versed with
fundamental principles of justice why
don’t you represent
HMD: No my Lord. I’m

yourself?
not a lawyer. I’m

help were met with a callous indifference
by politicians they had voted into power.
Their friendship with the CIO man was
more important than helping these poor

affair.

public did not
champagne, limousines and friends in high places was a
humane and caring soul. That is the
Munangatire who will remain etched in
That

was

the

man

the

know. Behind the cigars,

my memory»
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L

and

ownership structure in
sig-

African countries with

niflcant white settler popu-

lations is dualistic. This is

particu-

larly so in Eastern and Southern Africa, regions which were favoured
for settlement because of their

relatively cool climate. White setTanzania Economic Indicators

34

tiers and colonial governments ac-

quired land from the indigenous
owners unfairly.
In some cases
they merely claimed the land to be
theirs by issuing the so-called certificates of claim. In other cases, the
rural people were forcibly removed

using unjust and represlegalise the act. This land,

commodity that the settler owners could
lease to other people and receive rent
as payment.
These two features of
freehold land help to explain concen-

renamed freehold land, forms the bulk

tration of distribution of that land

of land alienated

among a shrinking number of settlers,
the ownership of multiple farms or es-

from the best land and settled
Tanzania Social Indicators

35

where else,
sive laws to

some-

by settlers and colo-

nial governments. The rest of the socalled freehold land is in urban areas.

Currency Checklist
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lie land but converted into freehold

by individual farmers and the
growing ownership or lease of freehold
land by affluent indigenous citizens.
They also help to explain the huge size
of land owned or leased by individual

land.

farmers

This is part of the land which the colonial state demarcated from land
owned

by indigenous citizens as pub-

The creation of freehold rural and
urban land has turned that land into
Tanzania

Key Business Contacts 37

marketable

a

commodity because the

market is the normal mode of allocat-

ing land in the settlers’ countries of
origin. It also turned that land into a
SAPKM
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tates

or estate owners.

According to Western economics,
is payment for a factor of production (and indeed anything) whose supply is fixed. But it is not in all World
cultures that rent is received by factors of production whose supply is
rent

27

The Economist
fixed, with the

exact amount deter-

mined

by demand for those factors of
production. As a means of allocating
land, rent, like the price of land, serves
to keep out those who cannot afford to
lease land and hence to worsen inequality in its distribution.
After freehold and public, the third
category of land in the “modern” sector is leasehold land. This type of land
is found mainly in rural areas and is
used for

agriculture. This land

was

also

acquired unfairly from its indigenous owners, then
designated leasehold land by the colonial state, or converted from public land. In a number
of countries in the sub-region, new
leasehold land has been demarcated by
post colonial states out of land owned
by indigenous people. This land is used
for commercial purposes by affluent
indigenous citizens.

headmen who, in turn, may
chiefs.

refer them

to sub-chiefs or

specified period of time. Like

Institutional allocation
In the past,

tribes

was

when migration of clans or
common, a whole people

would settle on new land. The traditional authorities would demarcate that

land into common customary land, and
private customary land which would
further be divided equitably among individual families. Any family from outside the chiefdom wanting to settle there
would have to be allocated land by the
traditional authorities

on

the basis of the

family’s needs. This practice happens
this day. As the population increases,
new families are allocated land
by their
relatives. And, as people die, land is
to

inherited within families and clans.
Where there is

leasing of private customary land to
those who want to borrow it for

shortage of land, acqui-

a

coop-

erative allocation of customary land,
market allocation is not a popular way

of

allocating private customary land.

Co-operative allocation
Co-operative allocation of land may
place because one does not have
enough land for the number of crops
take
that

one would like to grow or because
one’s land does not have the soil char-

acteristics needed for a
One then makes

an

planned crop(s)

on

particular crop.

arrangement to use
somebody else’s land to produce the

their land. If this
compensated
through access to the other person’s
lands, we have factor requited co-opallocation of land is

eration in the
person

use

of land. Where the

using another person’s land

compensates that person by giving up
part of the produce, we have product

requited cooperation. And where both
land and product are used to compensate for the use of another person’s
land,

we call the arrangement partyfactor and partly - product requited

co-operation.
sation is based

In all
on

cases, compenthe needs of the re-

cipient. Apart from the mode of compensation, cooperation can also be
classified on the basis of gender, age,
number, kinship, geographical location,
and other characteristics of the co-operators.

Implications for development
From South Africa to Namibia, to

The best land for the settlers:

a

wheat farm in

In the “traditional” sector, land is
owned and controlled at three levels;
individual families, clans or local com-

Kwekwe, Zimbabwe

sition and inheritance may lead to subdivision of land into small, uneconomic

j gardens. This problem is resolved by

munities, and chiefdoms. The main cat-

settlement in other

egories

are private customary land
owned and used by individual families

is

and

Market allocation

customary land owned
by local communities. These

common

and used
lands

said to belong to particular
clans and chiefdoms because individual
families and local communities are subset of clans and chiefdoms. This hierarchical order of ownership explains
are

why if land disputes cannot be resolved
by families, they are referred to village
28

Angola, to Swaziland, to Zimbabwe,
to Mozambique, to Malawi and to
Uganda and the White Highlands of
Kenya, the occupation by settlers of
prime land owned by indigenous people

areas

where land

relatively plentiful.

and the confinement of the latter to
small pockets of dry and infertile land
created
terns

rise

to a

land per se has not given
market for land. Where a

market for land is developing, this is
happening due to other reasons. Market allocation takes two forms. One,
the sale of

those who

private customary land to
want to buy it. Two, the

unequal pat-

of the population owns 70 per
of the land in Zimbabwe; and 10

percent of the population owns 80 per
cent

on

of the most

In the most extreme cases, one percent
cent

Pressure

one

of land distribution in the World.

of the land in South Africa.

Allocative

efficiency, meaning producing the maximum output possible,
given quantities of inputs and using
cost-minimising techniques of production, is attained on both small-scale and
large-scale farms. But technical effi-

ciency, is much greater

on

SAI'KM
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That

than on small-scale farms. The former
benefit from better climate and soils.

sold

They are also better served by transport infrastructure, financial and other

leased is

one

of the cultural

civil

servants,

development economists

land

collateral

security
developing a
market in private customary land, they
advised colonial and post-colonial govemments to grant legal title to individual
customary land holders. Some counuse

as

opportunities for employment, remass poverty, underemployment and open unemployment. Inequality in the distribution of income
implies, first, that, given available re-

tries tried to do this, but met with lim-

ited

or not

is not the is¬

How it should be done, is the

real

Should land be redistributed equally

Western and

for bank loans. Towards

suiting in

improving social welfare. Whether

redistribute land

question.

came to

could not

of

to

first

Europeans when they
Africa. Expatriate colo-

believed that the absence of a land market was inimical to economic development as it meant that peasant farmers

tion of income and in the distribution

for

sue.

Westernised

big tracks of land lie idle, overall largescale farms are not making efficient
use of the land at their disposal.
Extreme inequality in land distribution and inequality in productivity have
created vast disparities in the distribu-

equitably? Equally would imply dividing the land in equal amounts and
that the needs of the beneficiary families are the same. Equitably distribution, which would imply dividing the
land fairly, and recognising the fact that
the needs of beneficiary families are different, in part because of different family sizes, would seem to be a better principle.
Having redistributed land equitably,

or

should the land affected remain free-

they found the process
complex and the response from the in-

hold land

tended beneficiaries lukewarm. And to

may
vate

high degree of inequality,

surprise, they found that banks
were not willing to lend money to peasant farmers who had been granted legal

allocated to

tile to their land because such land is

production of goods and services

not readily disposable. This may also
explain why delivery of credit to smallscale farmers is normally through other
forms of security, such as personal, in-

out, the market

mechanism of allocat-

ing freehold

leasehold land favours
so promotes inequality

dividual

governments find it expensive to ac-

sources,

social

welfare

is

not

maximised.

Secondly, that a few settiers are, in welfare terms, better off
than the vast majority of the people.
Given the
most

the

private customary land is rarely

shocks that struck
nial

However, to the extent that

services.

or

of the

resources are

success as

their

of interest to these few, thus resulting
in skewed income distribution and im-

pairing employment creation as well,
since luxury and semi-luxury goods
that are produced are relatively capital
intensive.

Thirdly, as inequality in the distribution of wealth and income is not con-

or

group, guarantees.

as

ests and whose

in the distribution of land.

Besides,

ary land would offer a more flexible
form of land tenure. Depending on the

tive of rural life and detrimental to over-

an

increase in the

marginal productivity of these farmers
well as the productivity of the farmers who will remain on customary land.

inequality in the distribution of wealth
a privileged
class which promotes its own inter-

or
the well off and

currently using this land, land redis-

is

and income has created

should it be turned into pri-

customary land and common customary land? There is no particular advantage from retaining the freehold or
leasehold status. As it has been pointed

quire freehold land. While the time pe-

tribution will lead to

stability. Fourthly,

or

leasehold land, as the case

By reallocating farmers from overcrowded customary land to freehold
and leasehold land, irrespective of who

sistent with Bantu ideals and values,
there are social effects that are disrupall welfare and social

be,

or

riod of leasehold land makes the use of
such land inflexible. Private custom-

availability of land, part of the land could
designated common customary land.

be

The freehold status of the undistributed

Thus, land redistribution should create
conditions for increasing output, reduc-

land used

ing underemployment and poverty and

leases ■

by large-scale farmers should
replaced by 40-year

be abolished and

existence constraints

policy choices.
In

some

countries, settler farmers

introduced feudalism,

allowing landless
people to settle on and cultivate unused
land in exchange for their labour. The
use of this tenant labour helps them to
minimise the use of wage labour. But
the work done for the landlords far i
exceeds the benefit from the
pancy

occu-

|

of unused land. This has al- I
been a bone of contention. In i

ways
other countries, there is more reliance

wage labour recruited locally and
from neighbouring countries. This re-

on

|

i

cruitment of wage

labour denies smallagriculture the much needed male
labour. On the large-scale farms, low
scale

wages, poor housing conditions, lack
of amenities and exploitation of women
and children have

perpetuated the reproduction of cheap labour and povI

erty.
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Relegated to unproductive land: a peasant farmer in Panda, Mozambique
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project estimated

US$18,838 million, will be used to

finance part of the cost of furniture,
refurbishment, and equipment cost. The
loan is

repayable in 10
period.

years

after two

years grace

external jolts. But unlike
previous episodes of a plunging rand,
economy, to

the oil shocks, and most

to rise. That

Berlin

Zimbabwean companies, many
of whose operations have been

Nigeria

some

top German firms. The

Africa Business Forum, organised by
Afrika Verein (The Africa-German So-

ciety) and the Southern Africa Initiative of German Business

brought together
man

neurs

more than
and Southern African

(SAFRI),
700 Gerentrepre-

and

potential investors who are
to boost private investment in

eager
Southern Africa.

Zimbabwe
US$1

MILLION

For Zimbabwe’s

Ghana
FORM

Ale-Share Index, SCB Nosedive

Gas Company

Lagos - Nigeria, Ghana, Togo and Benin
have together formed a company, to
execute and operate their joint US$400
million gas project, known as the West
African Gas Pipeline Project. The company to be known as the West African
Gas Company Limited, is to run the gas
project, billed to supply gas to the three
West African countries, from Nigeria’s
natural gas fields, as a major clean and
cheap energy source, for mainly industrial uses for power generation.
Obasanjo Finally Okays Nigeria’s

Smallholder Tobacco Farmers

Delayed 2000 Budget

Harare-The government and international donor agencies have given about

Lagos - President Olusegun Obasanjo
has finally assented to Nigeria’s acrimonious 2000 budget six months after

US$1 million

to the Farmers’

Develop-

ment Trust to train Zimbabwe’s small-

holder tobacco farmers to lift their out-

put. Zimbabwe’s smallholder farmers
produce five percent of the country’s
annual tobacco output of around 200
million kgs, with the rest being grown
by large scale commercial farmers.
Tobacco accounts for 30 percent of
Zimbabwe’s total exports earnings.

he sent the estimates to

parliament.
Dubbed the “People’s Budget,” it was
first presented in November, but soon
evoked a major controversy between
the president and the 469-member National Assembly, the two-ehamber federal legislature. Part of the disagreement had been the decision of the legislators to appropriate to themselves,
an amount not included in the original
budget. Signing the estimates
Obasanjo made it clear that only the
provisions that “are not in dispute
would be implemented.” This means
that for the mean time, only 598-bil,

Zambia
ADB Loans 5 Million Dollars To

Zambia’s Hotel Intercontinental
Lusaka

The African Development
approved a loan of US$5 mil-

-

Bank has

lion for the rehabilitation of the Intercontinental Hotel in Lusaka. Among

.
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Accra

Standard Chartered Bank

-

(SCB), the highest priced equity on the
Ghana Stock

Exchange, plunged recently when it lost a whopping 4,500
cedis and brought down the All-Share
Index by a massive 43.44 points. The
All-Share Index, the main market indicator, slumped to 825.56 points from
865.00 points in one of the heaviest

single losses

upon

(100 naira

=

on

the bourse.

Germany
Proposed ECOWAS Currency
Would Resemble CFA Franc
Dakar

The proposed single currency,
which is to be created in 2004 by the
-

15 countries of the Economic Commu-

nity of West African States would have
the key features of the CFA franc, according to Charles Konan Banny, the
chairman of the committee of Ecowas
central bank

governors.He told a news
a two-day

conference at the end of

meeting of the

governors,

ture ECOWAS currency

vertible

as

that the fu-

will be as con-

the CFA franc and would be

guaranteed by the French treasury and
shared by the eight countries that make
up the West African Economic
and Monetary Union.

Namibia

lion- naira estimate, which was presented to parliament, would be acted

lUS dollar).

Mining Corporation
‘Rising From Ashes’

South Africa

other benefits, the

project will save 200
jobs and create 75 new ones, as well
as much secondary employment for
contractors and suppliers. Women
make up a large number of the employees, whose economic well being will
thus be enhanced by the project. The
loan, which represents 26.54 percent

if the rand

course,

West Aerican Countries

Africa Business Forum in Berlin which
attracted

is, of

does not fall too far too fast.

-

crippled by foreign currency shortages,
missed an opportunity to sell themselves and create export markets at an

recently the

emerging markets crisis of 1998, the
SA recovery could remain in place and
interest rates may not necessarily have

Windhoek

-

The

rescue

of Namibia’s

Lead To End

copper mining industry is forging
full steam ahead, with the resurrected
Tsumeb
Corporation
Limited

Johannesburg - Recent exchange rate
shocks have demonstrated, yet again,
the vulnerability of South African markets, and ultimately the country’s

production by mid-June. The Ongopolo
partnership put together a rescue package that pulled TCL back from the brink
of liquidation in March.

Rand’s Plunge May Not

(TCL)

on course to resume copper

SAPEM

MAY
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SADC

Globalization and trade
Abeir Abbas Gadah Eldam

Free Trade

produets will
duty-free, although a number of
sensitive products will be excluded
from coverage. Agreement has not
yet been reached on these products.
The liberalisation process will be
asymmetrical, allowing the EU to
liberali.se its imports from South Af-

the Lome Convention, the

rica at

mentation of

will open up for imports from the EU.
A maximum period of 10 years is an-

T

here

bilateral trade for most

number of liberal-

are a

be

ization initiatives underway

affecting one or more of
concerning trade
relations with other parts of the

SADC countries
world.

These include the South Africa-EU

Agreement, the future of
US Africa
trade initiative, as well as the implemeasures

under the

signifi-

implications for the SADC region.

cant

faster rate than South Africa

ticipated for most products to be
liberalised, although sensitive products
may take an additional two years.

WTO.
These initiatives will have

a

member of the
Southern Africa Customs Union

As SADC members

liberalise their
trade relations outside the region, so

Since South Africa is

competition presThis
should help improve the region’s competitiveness in the long run and make

(Sacu), the other Sacu members
(Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and
Swaziland) will be affected by its free
trade relations with the EU. Since they

there will be greater

it

domestic industry.

on

sures

currently have free access for most
products in the EU market under the

attractive for direct invest-

more

ment.

Lome Convention, the main

Imported inputs to industry will
cheaper whilst finished prod-

will be felt in the fact that

become
ucts

and domestic manufacturers

internationally competitive in terms of price, quality and
service in order to survive. New mar-

opportunities will open up in the
foreign markets as import barriers are
reduced, thus providing new export
opportunities for SADC industries.
Given the improved access for nonregional suppliers in the SADC market, the benefits of regional preferket

ences

will be reduced, hence the need

quickly on the implementation of the SADC trade protocol.

to move

The downside relates to government revenue.

stitutes
come

a

are

significant proportion of in-

revenue

will decline if econo-

liberalised. Alternative forms

introduction of
Value Added Taxes, therefore have to

of

revenue

such

as

be initiated, a process

which is already

underway in seven of the region’s
countries.
Under the SA-EU trade agreement.
.S.VPE.M

NtAt

2(MH)

,

their

markets for duty-free imports from
Although this will not be a
requirement under the bilateral agreement, since they are not party to it, in
practice they would not be able to prevent this from happening, due to their
membership of Sacu.
the EU.

Other members of SADC outside
the Sacu

area

will also be affected

by

South Africa’s free trade relations in a
number of ways as
Sacu.

for those within

Post-Lome relation with the EU

newed, many developing nations, ineluding those in SADC would lose out
on their current preferential access to
the EU market.

However, tho.se which are classias LDCs would not be worse off

tied

than

now.

This is becau.se the EU has

indicated that it would extend

With the

exception of South Africa,

the future of trade between SADC

member states and the EU still

hangs

They are all signatories of the Lome Convention, which
in the balance.

allows them to export most

of their

products to the EU duty-free. This
convention expired in February 2()()(),
and its renewal remains

uncertain.

If the Lome Convention is not re-

duty-

other (non-ACP)
LDCs and thus conform to WTO regu-

free

access

lations.

to all

One main

disadvantage for

the SADC countries would be in-

creased

competition in the EU market

from the other non-ACP LDCs which

currently do not have such preferential access. They would also lose out
on the special protocols, particularly
on

beef. However, none of the SADC

LDCs currently

benefit under this proSugar Proto-

tocol. The future of the

col is uncertain and this will affect a
number of SADC countries.
this

Whilst

protocol will continue beyond

2()(X), the benefits will be reduced.
For the other SADC developing
countries

revenue con-

in most SADC countries. This

form of
mies

Customs

impact

they will

have to be forced to open up

will

have to become

a

Mauritius,

-

Botswana, Namibia,

Seychelles, Swaziland and

Zimbabwe (South Africa is

treated

as

Developed Country) - their position
will be considerably worse off than at
present - their access would revert to

a

GSP treatment in the EU market, under which there would still be
ences

the

prefer-

and tariff reductions, but not to

same

extent.

They would therecompetition in the

fore face increa.sed
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EU market and there would be pressures on SADC export
prices. The
benefits of the beef

protocol, which

affects Botswana, Namibia and Zim-

babwe, would also be lost. The
situation

as

for LDCs would

the sugar protocol.
The EU has indicated

same

apply to

number of

countries, details of which

are

given in a European Commission green
paper. They have indicated most recently that one approach being considered would be to develop Regional
Economic Partnership Agreements
(REPAs) with different ACP regional
integration groupings.
SADC could be

one

such group-

ing. The EU has indicated that they
would seek to extend the current Lome
trade provisions until 2005 - but would
like to

REPA start to come.into

duty-free access
clearly desirable

for SADC countries, there could be

other considerable

implications, both
negative and positive, under such a
REPA. It is therefore highly impor-

tant
a

possible future relationships with the
ACP

Whilst continued
to the EU market is

for the SADC member states to

study these implications and to prenegotiating position with

pare a strong
the EU.

Trade with the US

has recently approved
president Clinton’s African Growth
Opportunity Bill, which when signed
into law will provide a selected number of countries, chosen for their

com-

pliance of certain criteria established
by the American authorities, privileged
access to

the US market.

sitional

and Sub-Saharan Africa.

a

ten-year tran-

period. The EU has stated that
would have to give reciprocal duty-free access, in order to
comply with WTO regulations, although the implementation process
would be asymmetrical, in favour of
the ACP countries. There is a belief
that this

approach would strengthen
the regional integration approach in the
ACP regions through a lock-in mechanism, as well as providing other dynamic benefits to the economies.

Africa,

well as the private sector and
community.
The US has shown particular interest in developina an arrangement
(possibly an ETA) with the SADC region in the early stages. It therefore
appears to be a plan to develop a relationship somewhat similar to the cur-

It will be

those countries that demonan adequate level of trade

as

the NGO

rent

the agreements

effect thereafter, with

pected to be created bringing together
officials from the US and Sub-Saharan

The US congress

The arrangement is expected to provide a framework for new trade and
investment relations between America

see a

countries in the US market. An
inter-ministerial economic forum is ex-

can

Lome Convention.

With the

exception of the DRC and
Seychelles, all SADC countries are

the

members of the WTO.
tries in SADC that

are

Those

be

categorised into two groups.
there is South Africa,
which being classified as a developed
country in WTO terms, has made an
can

In

one

offer

group

on

tariff reductions, which will

certainly have a binding effect on other
Sacu members. This programme is
already underway and tariffs are being

open to

reduced. The other countries

strate

sified either

liberalisation and adherence to democratic rule. The ultimate objective is
towards a free trade area by
2025 in the countries that conform best
to move

to

these criteria.
non-

reciprocal preferential or free access
would be given to the qualifying Afri¬

are

clas-

developing or least developed. The levels of binding are usually substantially higher than currently
applied tariffs. There are, however,
certain other obligations which have to
as

be fulfilled, such

However, in the early stages,

coun-

WTO members

as

removal of other

discriminatory taxes, removal of certain subsidies and various other legislative changes ■

SADC EXPORTS

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Botswana

1.722

1.878

2.143

3.231

2.942

DRC

368

419

438

592

Malawi

320

325

405

481

Mauritius

1.299

1.347

1.538

1.747

1.616

Mozambique

132

150

168

Namibia

1.290

1.321

Seychelles

051

052

053

S. Africa

24.261

25.320

27.860

29.330

31.020

Swaziland

685

783

957

893

Tanzania

450

519

639

760

719

Zambia

826

927

1.048

1.041

902

Zimbabwe

1.568

1.885

2.119

2.420

1998

Angola

Lesotho

32
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©OMPANIES
Companies report for 2000
SAPPHO (Southern African Printing & Publiahin^ House),
publishers of Southern African Political Economic Monthly,
is pleased to announce that preparations for the 2000
edition of SADC Top Companies are now in Progress. The
SADC Top Companies report is the most authoritative
annual survey of the best performing companies in the
region. The publication carries detailed analysis of economic performance of SADC countries, regional co-opSADC Top

profiles and ranks the
region’s best performers and analysis the top 100 companics in manufacturing, industrial companies and fi-

eration and

integration. It also

nancial institutions.

youx

comf^ is

uTtndoaj

to

fzaiuxsJ

in

A,fi

tAs XE^iolZ.

For details

please contact our
advertising executive:

Blessing Chizhande on 621685, 621803-7,
621681-6

Fax 666061

Coventry Road, Workington
P.O. Bgk MP1005, Mt Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.
109
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Economic Indicators
Tanzania
Key Indicators

Unit

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Population

m

25.3

26.0

26.7

715

28.3

28.8

32.4

4,601.4

4257.7

4,511.5

5,225.2

6,4%.2

7,333.1

5.523

Nominal GDP

at

market

prices

Real GDP growth rate

%

1.8

0.4

3.3

5.1

4.6

3.0

3.8

GDP per

USD

183.7

165.4

170.4

193.1

232.3

245.1

250

102.4

103.2

103.2

101.2

99.2

98.3

95.5

%

21.8

25.3

34.1

27.5

21.0

16.1

13.5

Rbn

450

489

519

683

1(A

715

952

Merchandise exports as % of GDP

%

8.7

10.3

11.5

13.0

11.7

9.8

95

Imports Fob

Sn

1.210

1.265

1.309

1.340

1.213

1.164

1.462

Merchandise ports as % of GDP

%

28.6

29.8

29.0

25.5

18.7

15.9

Current Account Balance

U&n

-890

-850

-711

-646

-511

-708

Budget deficit as % of GDP

%

-3.0

-5.0

-5.0

-2.0

15

0.2

Total External Debt

%

41.2

29.2

21.6

18.3

19.7

24.1

%

2.2

4.0

2.6

4.6

5.0

4.1

%

27.0

24.9

24.4

19.6

16.5

13.8

%

22.0

27.0

67.5

50.0

40.8

175

31.0

39.0

39.0

48.0

32.0

21.0

%

6.1

4.7

10.3

20.8

4.0

5.9

Domestic credit to government

245.4

383.6

345.9

507.4

496.7

383.4

Domestic credit

231.4

231.4

341.2

297.1

185.7

259.9

TZS

297.7

405.3

509.6

574.8

580.0

capita at Market Prices

Consumption as % of GDP
Inflation

rate

Exports Fob

•

.

Gross domestic

s

% of exports

savings as % of GDP

Gross investment

as

% of GDP

Central bank discount rate (end of year)
Prime

lending rate (average for year)

Growth

rate

of M2 money

to

supply

private sector

Exchange Rate

612.1

-563

665

TO
USD

Principal

EXPORTS

Manufacturés, Coffee, Cotton,
Minerals, Cashew nuts

Main Destinations

Manufactures, Coffee,
Cotton, Minerals, Cashew
nuts

Imports Machinery & transport
equipment. Consumer goods.
IMPORTS

Industrial

raw

Petroleum &

materials.

products. Building

South Africa,

Kenya,

UK, Saudi Arabia,

Japan, China

materials
Souree SAFES TRUST DATA BASE
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Social Indicators
Tanzania
Period

Key Indicator
1990-1992

1993-1995

1996-1998

1999-2001

884 000kin2

Total land area (in square km)

Population
Population (millionsi

27.10

30.00

32.13

32.25

0-14

47.6%

46.5%

45.7%

45%

15-64

50.1%

50.6%

51.3%

51.8%

65-1-

2.3%

2.4%

2.5%

2.5%

Annual Population growth rate

3.2%

3.15%

3.11%

3.0%

Total

migration
Population distribution

Net

-

-

26%

urban

rural

Education

read and write

% of total population t15vrs-r can

Male (15vrs-H can read and write)
Female (ISyrs-r can read and write

Primary sch. Enrolment (%sch. Going

65%

67%

85%

86%

75%

79%

82%

85%

55%

56%

58%

60%

67%

age)

5%

Sec. Sch. Enrolment (%sch. Going age
Tertiary sch. Enrol. (%sch. Going age)
Sec. Technical enrol. (%sec. Sch. Enrol.)
Science graduates (%of total graduates)
Scientists and technicians ( #71000 people)

1%

Health

Population with access to safe water:
-

-

62%

urban

rural

Population with access to adequate sanitation:
-

14%

urban

rural

-

Prevalence of AIDS (%of 15-49 age

group)

Access to health care: National
% immunised- tuberculosis
-

-

%immunised DPT

-

% immunised

polio
measles

74%

75%

49%

51%

76%

86%

60%

65%

8.9%

9.2%

9.42%

10%

58%

60%

62%

64%

90%

96%

97%

97%

78%

81%

82%

85%

56

50.6

48

46.17

55

49.2

46

43.85

60

52.0

50

48.57

13.0

14.0

15.3

16.75

93

92

-

-% immunised

Mortality
Life expectancy

in years

-

total population

Male
Female
Death rate tdeaths/1000 of
Infant

pooulationl

103

mortality (rleaths/1000 live births)

Estd AIDS & AIDS related deaths young

i

& old

Fertility
Total fertility rate (children/woman)
Crude birth rate (births/1000 populationi

7.1

5.7

5.5

5.4

M.

42.2

4L4

40.37

Labour force

11,461

13,640

15,971

16,854

49.7%

49.6%

49.5%

49.3%

3.6%

3.8%

Cini coefficient

0.38

0,38

0.38

0.39

Population below poverty line

50.0%

51.1%

10%:2.9%
10%:30.0%

10%:2.9%

Total (in millions)
Female (as % of total labour force in thousands)
Unemployment rate (% of eco. Active pop.)

Poverty

Household income/consumption by % share:
-

-

lowest

highest

10%:30.2%

Socio-political stability
Corruption index
Organised labour (% of labour force
Human development

Human development index rank
Real GDP
Gender related index rank
Human poverty
SAPKM

MAY

index value

20(H»

39.8%
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Currency Checklist
Rates
lalactad

CaaatiNi

5

April 2000

Official
£

Al|;rria dinar

on

W

Parallel
s

(10.70)

t

7335

m

I0-94

75JOO

65730

(190JOO)

125000

7.17

430

30.00

48i»

(100.00)

68531

(25.14)

17225

Egjpl pound

5.47

3.43

Fthiniii'i birr

1285

8jD5

Gambia dalasi

19.46

1220

6340.75

4.10030

shilling

119.40

7435

dollar

139

130

0.78

0.49

521

320

n/a

n/a

330030

220030

Aagob re-adjusted kwanza

931

5.96

Botswana

7.74

435

(^j66)

Banndi

pula

franc
K franc

-

Coir dlToire CFA franc

Dpbooti franc

Gkana cedi

Kara

Ljbia dinar

iMadagascar franc

(976lM)

6lj69030

Malawi kwacha

74.97

4730

MjaiMias rupee

4031

2538

Moroco dirham

(131)

1026

h\

metical

Bi^rria

mnra

Scycbclics

rupee

Sirrra Leone leone

1431330
16240

10130

831

532

339438

1.91030

shilling

9.70030

Saath Africa raru!
dinar

Ta

■a

shilling

63»

409j67

25630

127335

79830

(0.19)

121

dinar

Uj

shilling

2.42835

132230

■Wmmrnå^

kwocha

436626

292530

6a9»

3820

Zindbabwe dollar
oot
no

aYailiabie

n/a

n/a

SM>esi

parallel market

French fianc

rales

The

a

36

10.44

Ti

■/a

S

emo

has

appear

in brackets.

fixed value of FFf6.5 and therefore also has

a

fixed value of CFA655.9

&%HM

.wur
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DIRECTORY

Key Business Contacts
Tanzania

National Bank

M.O Nassom-RM

POBox 1863
Dar es Salaam
Tel; 00-255-051-111942-9

Box 3153,

Arusha

Tel; 00-255-057-3661/2/3

of

Fax; 00-255-051-112887

Fact File

Tanzania
10 Mirambo Street

National Environmf;nt

P O Box 2939

Management Council

Bank

Head of State
President

Commerck

Tanzania Revenue Authority

Dar

Benjamin William Mkapa

OF

es

POBox 20671

Salaam

Tel; 00-255-051-110946/7/8/9

00-255-051-110950/2

Capital City

Dar

es

Salaam

Tel; 00-255-051-27816

Dares Salaam
Main Towns:

British Council

Tanzania Fisheries Corporation

POBox 9100

Marine Products Division

Dar

Mwanza

es

P O Box 4296

Salaam

Tel; 00-255-051-116574/5 / 22727 /
78464
Fax; 00-255-051-112669

Zanzibar Town
Arusha

Email;

Currency

bctanzania@unidargn.apc.org

(TZS) = 100 cents

Salaam
-

6

Tanzania Tourist Board
Dar

Citibank (T) Ltd
POBox 71625
Dar

KiSwahili and English

Tel; 00-255-051-117601

es

es

Salaam

Tel; 00-255-051-110812

OfTicial Language

Fax; 00-255-051-116420

Salaam

Fax; 00-255-051-113910
Time: GMT + 3 Hour

Tanzania Zambia Railways
Authority

Business Hours

DHL (T) Ltd
P O Box 3405

Monday to Friday: 8:00am - 3:0()pm

Dar

es

P O Box 2834
Dar

es

Salaam

Tel; 00-255-051-860340

Salaam

Tel; 00-255-051-116437
open upto

es

P O Box 2485

Tanzanian Shilling

Shops

Dar

Tel; 00-255-051-34056 / 25982

Fax; 00-255-051-865187

7.00pm
Enc,f:n Pf;troleum

(Tanzania) Ltd

Dar

es

Tanzania Railways Corporation

H.Q Sokoine Drive/ Railway Street

P O Box 7870

Banking Hours
Monday to Friday: 8.30am - 12.30pm
Saturday; 8.30am -11.30 am

P O Box 468

Salaam

Salaam

Tel: 00-255-051-117236

Dar

Fax: 00-255-051-110906

Tel: 00-255-051-110599

es

Fax; 00-255-051-116525

Japan International Cooperation
Tanzania Office

Ltd.
es

Tel:

P

P O Box 9450

P O Box 9070
Dar

White Sands Hotel Ltd.

Agency

Tanzania Telecommunications Co.

Dar

Salaam
00-255-051-31155

es

Ö

Dar

Salaam

Tel: 00-255-051-113727
Fax: 00-255-051-112976

Box 3030
es

Salaam

Tel: 00-255-051-113676/116483/

35801
Fax: 00-255-051-118483 / 39885

Asea Brown Boveri Ltd
P O Box 4882
Dar

es

Salaam

(ABB)

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines

1

es

Fax: 00-255-051-114692

Fax: 00-255-051-116738

Lonhro Motors

Arusha
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(T) Ltd.

P O Box 40040

Tanzania Postal Bank

Tel: 00-255-057-3193

Tel/Fax: 00-255-051-113532

Salaam

Tel: 00-255-051-115012

Tel: 00-255-051-112432

POBox 15100

Reservations:

I POBox
3804
Dar

Salaam

Sheraton Dar

es

Salaam

Ohio Street
POBox 791
Dar

Salaam

!

Dar

I

Tel; 00-255-051-863439

Tel; 00-255-051-112416/113700

Fax: 00-255-051-862803

Fax: 00-255-051-113981

es

es
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Revolutionary
A

revolutionary concept of display scroll
advertising has come into play. Moving Ads
new

Zimbabwe has introduced

5

1-'
!

advertising that brings

a new

a new

concept of mobile

dimension in outdoor

advertising.

Eye catching

\

ih. ■

Moving Ads advertising trucks are equipped with
three big screens on which adverts are shown in
■

unremitting way.
The eye

catching movement of the adverts forces

both the pedestrians and motorist to look at the

I

;■
f

adverts

I
r
I

dose your eyes not to see us!"

on

the trucks. It is true to say

'You have to^.
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International trade in the late 20"' century has been both an economic and a political process with widespread debilitating im-

DEBATES AND VIEW POINTS

rich countries in the North have
benefited more from the fruits of international trade than poor

pacts on the poor countries. The
Nigeria: Fighting ethnic and
religious conflict
Lloyd M. Sachikonye

42

countries in the South.

I

Seattle (USA) the

n

developing

portunity to argue for changes
implementation of the WTO
agreements. It is unlikely, however,
that major concessions would have
been granted because trade is as
in the

AFRICA REVIEW OF BOOKS

much

an

economic issue

political
Social

secturity for the excluded 46

majority: a case study of
developing countries
Allan

Mushonga

one. It is
the North to have
ates in such

a

as

it is

a

in the interests of
WTO that oper-

a

way

that the

core-pe-

power relations that are
characteristic of the interaction be-

riphery

the South

are

only maintained but also

en-

WTO include the raising of living standards, employment levels and incomes.
This is to be achieved

through ‘recipmutually advantageous arrangements’ for tariff reduction and
trade barriers. However, the implementation of the reciprocal arrangements
has been problematic because the parrocal and

That

countries in the North almost inevita-

The stated
to

objective of the WTO is

facilitate the liberalisation of interna-

tional trade. But for whom should trade
be liberalised and for what

purpose?

Since its establishment in 1995, the

WTO

has

shown

that

it

is

an

organisation that was established to represent both the

direct economic and

political interests of the North.
was not about to change in Se-

attle last December.
2(100

occupies a pivotal role in the

economy largely dominated by
the North. Other stated aims of the

global

indirect

trenched.

MAY

The WTO

ticipating countries are at vastly different levels of economic development.
The countries in the South are dependent on the export of primary commodities whose prices they have no
power to determine except in a few
exceptional cases such as oil. In other
words, the notion of reciprocal arrangements is very deficient when the
participating countries represent a wide
spectrum of development levels. Under such circumstances, the developed

tween the North and
not

SAPEM

The WTO and the SOUTH

countries would have had the op-

bly gain

more

while those at the lower
39

Review
rungs of the economic
ladder are marginalised

development
and impover-

ished.
Decisions from the

Uruguay Round
implemented by the
WTO, include protection of intellectual
property rights which guarantee solid
protection for those countries in the
North that are large exporters of technologies. It has been argued that such
actions are incompatible with the spirit
of trade liberalisation because they restrict the transfer of technology.
which have been

International trade arrangements
such as the Uruguay Round previously
under GATT but
involve

a

now

under the WTO

major trade-off of costs and

benefits for most countries. For most
countries in the South, the costs over-

whelmingly outweigh the benefits and
partly explains these countries’ reluctance to participate in the Uruguay
Round of negotiations in the past.
this

How has international trade both

under GATT and the WTO

generated
fewer benefits to the weaker trading
partners in the South? A number of
mechanisms have been

employed to

date and these include; the

use

of the

traditional

protectionist strategies, such
Second, through
“green” and “dirty brown” protectionism whereby rigorous environmental
practices are used by some countries
as trade protective bairiers.
The following examples are a case
in point; When the textiles industry in
as

tariffs and quotas.

of the month

actions

negatively affected the
Bangladesh economy which is dominated by the jute trade.
In addition to these strategies, in
recent times pressures have been exerted on developing countries to restrict

the effects of environmental policy on
international trade has recently become
a contentious issue for both economists
and ecological groups. It is quite evident that trade promotion and the envi-

their discretion in the

course.

area

of subsides

which

they used to encourage their industry and trade. While the Tokyo
Round Code

on

subsidies acknowl-

a

situation

whereby Afri-

countries are removing tariffs at a
time when many governments in the
North are increasing agricultural subcan

sidies.
The

sharp decline in Africa’s commodity prices and trade balances
throughout the 1990s has taken place
in the context of SAPs and increased

protectionism by the European Union
(sometimes called “Fortress Europe”).
These trends are underscored by the
1993 agreement on the Uruguay Round
of GATT, through which Africa is projected to lose US$2- 3 billion anually.
Recent trends point to the intensification of strategies by the countries in
the North to penetrate markets in the
developiong countries while concurrently increasing the barriers to their

oped countries reveal a systematic campaign to expand the economic space
for their manufactured products and
capital in the form of foreign direct in-

which has

erating within the WTO framework,
have pushed for the introduction of
measures that remove impediments to
the operation of their in\ estors and traders in the South. It is important to note
that these actions are being taken at a
time when the North is introducing
regulations intended to curtail the flow
of exports from the South on grounds
of environmental protection.

as

the

Multi-Fibre

Anangement (MEA). The
impact of the MEA has been to curtail
the How of imports of textiles from the
South. This, of course, has had disastrous effects on the exporting coun-

tries, several of which depend on textiles

as a

major

source

of foreign

rency.
In the 197()s, several
countries introduced special

cur-

European
restrictive

regimes in their leather and steel secwith the primary goal of reducing
imports from the South. Restrictive

tors

measures were

curtail jute

also taken in order to

imports from the major producing countries in the South, especially
Bangladesh and other countries in the
Indian sub-continent. Naturally, such
40

argue that more trade means
production, pollution, environmental degradation and endangerment
of species. However, the study of trade
more

sures

has created

markets.

manouvres

\estment.

The various
in the WTO by the devel-

Countries in the North, op-

Environmental Policies as Trade
Barriers: The WTO Dimension

collision

ronment

mented in most African countries do
have any room for subsidies. This

not

imports from the South in the I96()s,
the characteristic response was to ignore the
prevailing GATT rules on trade
restrictions and introduce a parallel
trading regime in the textiles sector
become known

are on a

veloping nations is still in
early stage of elaboration.

domestic

now^

agendas

The neo-Iiberal analyses that
dominate the debate on trade and envi-

edged the use of subsidies as an acceptable means which developing countries could use to prorhote economic
production and trade, the structural
adjustment programmes (SAPs) imple-

countries in the North found
themselves unable to compete with
some

ronmental

and environment

as

it relates to the de-

relatively

a

Trade related environmental

have been used

mea-

increasingly by

the North since the United Nations
Conference on Environment and De-

velopment (UNCED) held in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992, as a mechanism for

internalising environmental costs in the
prices of goods traded particularly on
the international market. These measures include carbon taxes, solid waste

charges, emission charges and eco-labelling. According to the neo-liberal
paradigm the.se endeavours will curb
local, regional and global environmental problems through the promotion of
sound environmental practices and
clean technologies.
The WTO has

not

done much about

the relocation of

dirty industries (i.e.
polluting industries) in the North to the

South where environmental standards
and

monitoring practices

less strin-

are

gent. The relocation of these industries
has infuriated trade unions based in the
North whose

is the

Eight of
On the other hand,
kK'al environmental groups in the Noilh
oppose trade liberali.sation because they
concern

jobs elsewhere.

fear that with low'er trade ban iers, the
risk of

competitive dislocations

w

ill

lower environmental standards in the
North. In the South, the relocations are
also received with mixed reactions:
most

governments,

facing high

unem-

plovnient and foreign currency shortages, have been eager to allow such
investments. The environmental groups

(mostly NGOs) have, however, tried
to sensitise policy makers about the
long term health risks involved but their
lobby efforts have been ineffecti\ e because

of weak co-ordination.

Environmental standards ha\e beThe literature

come

that the

because of the desire

on development shows
injection of environmental is-

into the trade discourse has attracted attention in both the academic
sues

and

policy

arenas.

The examination of

part of the WTO in-built agenda

tries and

by the rich coungroupings in the North (espe-

cially the US and the EU) to use trade
measures to ensure that imported prodSAPKM
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conform to their national environmental standards and regulations which

ucts

arc

invariably much higher than those

in the South. Environmental standards

potential trade barriers through
eco-labelling and packaging, recycled
content provisions and deposit refund
systems. The environmental standards
and regulations adopted by the WTO
present

constitute

new

trade non-tariff barri-

against the South.
WTO rules permit importing countries to regulate the How of products
across their borders to protect health,
safety, or natural resources, as long as
such regulations treat domestically produced goods and imports in a non-discriminatory manner. What this effectively means is that countries in the
North can now regulate the process by
which imported goods are made and
this creates several problems which
violate the sovereign right of the exporting countries to set their own health
and safety standards.
An interesting case is provided by
the leather industry in Africa and India
whose exports to the EU increa.sed rapidly during the 198()s but have since
plummeted due to the “green protcctionist” measures taken by the EU. For
example, some of the Indian leather
exports were prohibited from entering

ers

the EU market

on

the basis of environ-

mental arguments

that the participat-

ing enterprises in the tanning industry
were not treating their efnuents in an
environmentally acceptable manner

dumping them into nearby rivgood reason, that
the practice can seriously impair the
health of the workers and neighbouring
residents thrr)ugh the contaminatimi of
aquifers by chemicals and metals in the
before

ers.

It is feared, with

einuent. such
toxic metal.

as

chromium which is

a

producers from the South
compelled to modify their
tanning processes in order to meet the
rigorous EU product and process stanLeather

have been

product is allowed on the market. This
has happened on many occasions to African countries’ exports to the EU.
A vivid case is illustrated by the
apples consignment from Cape Town

munications networks and the colonial

in South Africa to the UK which

was

being stronger with the former colo-

deemed unsuitable for consumption

and

nial powers, while little trade takes place
with neighbouring countries. Prefer-

destroyed at the port of entry several
years ago after tests revealed that a non
toxic chemical had been used to enhance

of the fruits. Such environmentally motivated product bans

the appearance

and other restrictions

on

trade hinder

activity and are often undertaken to support the domestic industry.
In recent years the EU has sought
economic

to

toxic

trates

how blurred the distinction be-

tween

product and process standards

product tests to identify residues of materials used during processing. Once such residues are spotted the
imports arc condemned and quite often it takes a long process before the
S.XPEM

M.\Y
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Within SADC, trade flows have
tended to

point northwards, with ties

ential treatment agreements through
such institutions as the Lome Conven-

tion, account for the high exports to

example, in 1995 when the
price of sugar was about US$220/tonne,
the ACP guaranteed price was US$585/
tonne. Abolition of such special arrangements in favour of completely
the EU. For

ACP countries. However, although these special arrangements bring

limit sugar cane imports from
Africa and the Caribbean. This was
ments to

through what is known as the

done

“green sugar" requirement which calls
for

an

effective ban

method of

on

harvesting

the traditional
cane

from the

through the use of fire prior to
cutting. The use of fire helps to prune
the sugar cane plant in order to facilitate the cutting operations which are
often done manually and this reduces
fields

labour costs.

However, the EU has been demand-

ing “green sugar” which is sugar produced from
without the
modern
this

see

because

increa.se of

a cost

much

as

25 percent

uct more
on

u.se

was

technology. African countries
as a restrictive trade practice
the production of green sugar

will entail
as

harvested
of fire and often using
that

cane

which will make the prodexpensive and imcompctitive

the EU market.

for many

some

benefits to SADC member states,

dependence on trade with the North has
placed them in a situation where they
have little control of their

produce.

It is

hoped that the SADC Protocol
which was adopted in 1996 will promote

intra-SADC trade

Trade Area

once

the Free

covering the 14 member

is established in September.
African countries fear that the new

states

“green protectionism” will constitute
significant barriers to trade between the
North and the South. Obviously, safeguards against product standards being used as restrictive trade barriers are
required. Although the WTO, just like
GATT dispute resolution panels before
it, have placed the burden of proof in
disputes over environmental standards
on the standard-setting countries to Justify their environmental measures, the
South always seems to get a raw deal
on

SADC

this issue.
The environmental standards and

Region Trade and Prospects

regulations adopted by the WTO conSADC countries' exports to the EU are
dominated by primary commodities that
attract

low duties that have failed to in-

crease

the market share of tliese

coun-

sensitive

a

impediment

by using environmental argu-

farmers

have had limited

pentachlorophenol which

fungicide, and the use of dyes
containing formaldehyde and benzidine.
The Indian leather example illusis

are an

intra-SADC trade.

barrier free trade would result in losses

has become. Countries in the North use

leather with

to

protect its non-competitive beet root

region is not achieving trade gains in its trading relations
with the EU due to structural problems.
Trade among SADC member states
continues to be low primarily because
the member states produce a similar
range of primarv products for which
they source markets outside the region.
To date the various measures taken by
the PTA to promote intra-regional trade

dards that forbid the contamination of

links which still exist

tries in the EU. The

success

due

to

lack of

foreign currency and lack of
complementarity between the economies of the member states. Also, factors

such

as

poor transport

and

com-

stitute

new

trade non-tariff barriers

against the South. To minimise this
problem, developing countries should
participate in the formulation and re\

iew of trade standards to the WTO if

are to benefit. Since SADC conntries have shown limited capacity to par-

they

ticipate in international standards bodies

or to

intlucnce trends in standard

accreditation bodies in major
these

grave

markets,
developments obviously have
consequences for the entire re-

gion.
The

region’s long term challenge is
acquire new export markets and to
develop new exports, both difficult
tasks given the highly competitive and
protectionist global trade environment
to

of the 21'' century ■
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Debates and Viewpoints
Nigeria

Fighting ethnic and
religious conflict
Lloyd

M.

Sachikonye

^ "W Tith

an estimated 250 ethnic groups, Nigeria
clearly a myriad of complex identities.
T ▼ Political exclusion, unequal and contested access
to
resources and the manipulation of
ethnicity have
constituted some of the underlying causes as well as
symptoms of the country’s ethnic question. The postcolonial phase in Nigeria witnessed an explosion of ethnic
rivalry which blew into a bitter civil war between 1966 and
1970. That rivalry and mutual suspicion, particularly
between the major groups of Hausa-Fulani, Igbo and
Yoruba have not completely dissipated. Indeed, there have
been several wonying signs of a possible resurgence of
intensified rivalry following the 1999 outbreaks of ethnic
violence in Lagos, Kano and the Niger Delta. The long
intenegnum of military rule between 1966 and 1970, and
between 1983 and 1999, may have put a lid on the political
manifestation of ethnic rivalry, but it merely postponed the
resolution of the problem.
Like the religious question, the issue of ethnicity should
be tackled with the utmost urgency, boldness, tact and
sensitivity, and an acknowledgement of the rich ethnic
diversity should inform a serious democracy agenda lor
Nigeria.
It is scarcely surprising that the ethnic question has
quickly acquired great resonance in Nigerian politics so
is

soon

after the restoration of democratic rule under President

Obasanjo.
There

explicit economic, political, constitutional
minority dimensions to the question.

are

and ethnic

The economic dimension
At the root of the ethnic

question lie a number of economicgrievances, specifically relating to the inequitable
distribution of the national wealth, particularly oil revenues.
There is a widespread sentiment, particularly in.the South
(Lagos and Benin) and East (Enugu) that the economic
resources in those regions have not been
fairly distributed
to benefit the local people.
According to the Ethnic Minority Rights Organisation,
related

the

revenue

allocation formula has

minorities in the

not

benefitted the

Niger Delta region. Resources have not
only been unfairly distributed but the impact of resource
extraction on the environment has also been ignored.
In the Benin area, people claim that they have been
reduced to poverty, while their wealth, consisting of oil
and timber, is shipped away. Although the issue of
inequitable distribution of resources is echoed in Enugu.
the main emphasis there is the claim for reparations
42

President

Obasanjo

amounting to 3-8 trillion naira (US$3()-8() billion) from losses
during the civil war.
The Igbos also feel that they have been marginalised from
the country's political process, including a perceived
exclusion from senior positions in the federal bureaucrac}',
the army and the diplomatic service.
However, the northerners see things differently. They
insist that the southern states have a monopoly of key
positions in the federal bureaucracy and that more economic
opportunities had been made a\ ailable there.
Historically, social dex elopment had been higher in the
south and east, and the north continued to lag behind
especially in the education sector.
However, although the marginalisation of the Igbos is
taken seriously in some sectors, their claims for reparations
is dismissed outrightly.
The problem with Nigeria, some more serious analysts
are quick to point out. is that structural adjustment measures
have generally worsened the living standards of the majority,
and that the intensified competition for resources which has
resulted from that, has further sharpened ethnic ri\ alry.
Politics and the Constitution
In

Nigeria, the ethnic origins of individuals holding senior
has a particular significance in the
way each group sees itself in the power balance.
go\'ernment positions

SAl’KM
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Debates

A call for

federal conference aimed at

a

issue of autonomous nationalities based on the
groups

and

addressing the
existing ethnic

in the country has failed to get off the ground, with
arguing that a substantial
various units or nationalities

groups in the south
devolution of pr)wer to the
would be enough.
some

As elsewhere

on

the African continent, there have been

strong calls for Nigeria to change its electoral laws and
adopt a system of proportional representation, which is seen
as

fairer for smaller ethnic groups.

Although

a

framework has been established by the

present government for a constitutional review process,
critics say not enough has been done to involve the wider

■

Nigerian society.
Nigeria suffers from the same problem that has beset
many other African countries. Too much power and
resources have been concentrated at the centre, living those
in the periphery as mere spectators. Nigerian scholars,
politicians and civil society members do not hide their desire
to see the federation restructured, in a system through which
the centre would become weaker, while more powers would
be given to the periphery.
Students of sociology have been unanimous in the notion
that ethnicity is often the result of political manipulation. In
Nigeria, it is believed that question of ethnicity is brought
about by individuals with aspirations for political and
economic power.
Ethnic minorities remain
and

highly vulnerable both politically
economically. Their main concerns revolve around

issues such
and

as access

housing. Only

a

to

schools, health

care,

transport

concerted effort towards the resolution

Viewpoints

of such

problems could defuse the potential for violent

confrontations.
Communities in the Delta states have been reduced to

poverty, and seen their natural resources such as

timber

exploited by business interests from outside, with devastating
environmental consequences and reduced access to land.
At one extreme of the ethnic debate in Nigeria some
voices have emerged, advocating for the possible secession
by those groups who perceive themselves as being
disadvantaged.
In the Nigerian situation, a devolution of power, through
a process that allows regions to have more political power
to decide on their future and have a greater control of their
local resources seems to be the best alternative to the potential
of an et hnic explosion.
But for many years, high level corruption in Nigeria has
become the major impediment to good governance and to
the delineation of effective economic policies.
A meaningful democracy agenda for Nigeria should put
ethnicity, as it should put gender and religion, at the centre
of its principal concerns. In such a populous multi-ethnic
society, one of the primary challenges will be how to create
propitious conditions for accommodation between and
among ethnic groups. It is not surprising that 40 years after
independence, and despite all its wealth, Nigeria still suffers
from an intense crisis of both political and economic
expectations.
But for all its merits, the newly restored democracy
remains fragile, making it more problematic for the political
leadership to decisively address sensitive issues underlying
the ethnic and religious differences in the country ^
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Social Security for
the Excluded Majority
A case

study of developing countries
Edited by Wouter van Ginneken, Published by
the International Labour Office, Geneva 1999.
ISBN 92-2- 110856-2 PP 198.
Reviewed

C

hanges in the world’s social
and economic arrangements
have affected the way in

which

people live and organise their
social security. These changes have
also resulted in some groups finding
it difficult to plan for their old age,
out of employment time or periods
of incapacity to support themselves.
The traditional methods of social

security

have fallen far too
inadequate to meet the demands of

By Allan Mushonga

off. The

developed world tends
encompassing social
security schemes and secure
employment. At the centre of the issue
of social security therefore, lies the
question; how can vulnerable groups,
usually unable to protect themselves,
be included in social security protection
schemes? This is the main question
worse

to have more

which the book. Social Security For
The Excluded Majority: A Case Study
Of

Developing Countries attempts to

modern times, as life is now based
on cash economy.
Employment is now
the main source of livelihood. In this

address.

scheme of life, social
based on the ability

work programme on
social
assistance

security has been
of individuals to
contribute individually or as groups
towards .some social security scheme.
Government social security schemes
have also been arranged along the same
lines in addition to subsidies which they
provide to society on various goods and
services,

on an

all-inclusive basis

or

selectively. The growing number of
people employed in the informal sector
and the decreasing levels of formal
.sector employment, mean that formal
work based social

security schemes

The book is

a

product of the
(ILO)
social safety nets,

International Labour Organisation
and

poverty

prevention which was carried out from
1996 to 1997. The objectives of this
“... to examine the
why statutory social security

programme were
reasons

schemes

do

reach

large
proportion of the labour force,” and,
to develop a more informed basis for
”... the consideration, design and
implementation of tax-financed social
assistance and contributory social
not

a

insurance schemes.” In addition, the

increasingly smaller
number of people. Meanwhile, more
people require social security, as many
are often out of formal employment or

aimed at “strengthening the
capacity of governments, social
security agencies, social partners,
NGOs and insurance companies to
design and implement social .security

in the informal seetor where incomes

schemes for the informal sector.”

will

cover an

too low to

allow the

planning of
social security. The group of the
excluded majority is largest in poor
are

Third World countries. These countries
have many

economic problems and
large vulnerable populations. The
situation has been worsened by the IMF
and World Bank engineered economic
reform programmes, which since the
early 1980s, have left many people
46

programme

From the 1990s, the ILO has raised
concern over the exclusion of social

safety nets in the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
designed structural adjustment and
economic

reform

programmes

(SAERPs). ILO observes that the
absence of social safety nets has
resulted in the

suffering of the most
vulnerable groups under SAERPs. The

ILO has not only

persuaded the Bretton

Woods institutions to include social

safety nets, it is also trying out ways
social security schemes

of establishing

for the excluded in countries such

as

Tanzania, Benin, El Salvador and India.
These countries
studies

are

discussed

part of the case
in

Therefore, the book is

this book.

product of

a

participatory
research
and
experimentation that focuses on onthe-ground experiences with social
security schemes in the informal
sector, as well as those run by
governments and private insurance
providers. Each case country is
analysed by experts who examine the
manner in which social security is
provided, highlighting the strengths
and weaknesses of the schemes and

suggesting improvements.
The book is divided into

eight
chapters. The first chapter is the
introduction and deals generally with
the definition of concepts,

the world

pattern of access to social security
and gives a general explanation on their
existence. This chapter notes that more
than half of the world’s

population

(workers and their dependants) “... are
excluded from any type of statutory
social

security protection.” In Sub-

Saharan Africa and South Asia,

statutory social security covers an
estimated 5 to 10 percent of the

working population and is decreasing.”
Coverage in East and South East Asia
range between 10 and 100 percent.
The coverage in transitory countries
in Europe is between 50 and 80
percent while the most developed
countries have reached 100 percent.
In this chapter, Wouter van Ginneken

explains why social exclusion
SAPEM

occurs.
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He

social exclusion

sees

as

deriving

from individual

deprivation, poverty
and lack of social ties to family,
community, voluntary organi.sation or
even

nation. Van Ginneken

sees

social

that lack of control an
individual or household may have over
work and life situations. Institutions

exclusion

as

and/or rules that enable
the
to

or

seen

as

constrain

goods and .services
another explanation for

social exclusion.
Low-income workers, workers
with insecure

project tor many people to be covered
since many in rural China are below
the poverty line. They also note that
the employment injury insurance

schemes and the involvement of

the

locally based NGOs to ensure the
uplifting of the
ordinary people. Jain, however, notes
that universal social security for the
informal .sector would only be possible
if it took into consideration the specific
characteristics of unorganised labour;
that most do not have permanent jobs,
wages are low and irregular and that
members of this group are concerned

various essential

are

evident and important in the
provision of social security. In this
ca.se. Jain celebrates government’s
legal reforms to remove wage ceilings
as condition for application of certain

socio-economic

by individuals or households

access

part is

employment contracts

and those in the informal sector are

constituting the majority of
those excluded from social security
protection. The existing various and

with the immediate issues of survival.

alternative

case

seen

as

Chapter 3, Xiaoyi Hu, Renhua

In

Cai and Xu Zhai examine the Chinese

of social

protection in a context
where of the 625 million Chinese in

approaches to extending
social insurance are
discussed. Highlights on some
for
opportunities
emerging
contributory social security for the
informal sector are proffered and
discussed citing specific case studies.
The major observation which
statutory

employment, 50 percent work in
primary industries and hence earn low
wages. About 25 percent of the
workers work in secondary and
tertiary industries. More than 70

industries, which accounts for 90

percent of the workplace accidents.
Also

approaches aimed
people in financial need who
cannot be reached by policies for
people in productive employment.
Chapter 2 examines India’s
basic social .security scheme. It
highlights how through legislation
and statutory .schemes, extension
new

at

of social assistance and social

are

not

they

recommend

•

•

•

to

examine the reasons

insurance to the vulnerable and

of the workers live in rural
major problems
employment creation and poverty

percent
areas.

of

China faces the

Hu,

Cai

and

Zhai

line. Shashi Jain demonstrates how

alleviation.

proper planning ba.sed on the existing
situations can help in the development

demonstrate how China’s social health

of well focussed social

urban

programmes which will be more
beneficial. Jain sees the significance of

considering the specific backgrounds

population before the
design of the schemes so that coverage
of the schemes is extensive enough
and addresses the specific issues of

to

the target

concern

to

the various intended

insurance has worked in both rural and
that

areas. They note in particular
although the scheme is improving,

there

was

need to extend it to all the

people since up to the 199()s only 10
percent of the villagers were covered.
About 72 percent to 89 percent of the
farmers could not

because

access

of financial

health

care

problems.

However, they celebrate government

expenditure in public health

beneficiaries. More

increased

also shows how social

from 1980, at a rate of 20 percent per

importantly, Jain
.security can be
provided by various social partners, in
the private and public .sectors, NGOs
and community associations, to cover
a variety of areas such as health.
Government role as both provider of
social security schemes and facilitator
for other social partners to take their
.SAPEM
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a

multi-tiered social

.security system which has extensive
social insurance, social assistance and
social welfare programmes which take
into consideration China's poverty
levels. The need to create awareness
abtnit these various programmes

advised

together

is also
with
the
enabling legal

establishment of an
environment and fiexible programmes

capable of covering workers with a
migratory tendency, among other
things.
In

Chapter 4, Peter Kamuzora

examines the extension of Tanzania’s
formal social security

why
statutory social security
schemes do not reach a large
proportion ofthe labourforce, ”
and, to develop a more informed
basis for

security

most

schemes.

Kamuzora notes that Tanzania’s

a

self-financing mechanisms, basic
social security has worked for India,
where 40 percent of the entire
population is helow the poverty datum

insurances

extensive. In their conclusion

Ginneken makes is that there is
need for

is overloaded because of
primitive technology used in rural

programme

annum.

Hu, Cai and Zhai also examine

China’s social assistance programme,

pension insurance, and employment
injury insurance schemes. They note
that although the social assistance
programme was helpful, vast
resources need to be invested in this

National Social Security Fund
(NSSF) focuses on the formal
sector only (private and public)

and leaves out the

majority of the
security.
Only 3 percent of Tanzania’s
population constitute those
covered by NSSF. In Dar es
Salaam, for example, Kamuzora
notes that while 906 500 people
were in formal employment and
60 percent of them were covered
by NSSF, the remainder of the 2.4
million depend on the informal sector
and are therefore not covered by this
social security programme. The main
explanation is the assumption that more
and more people will join the formal
employment sector. Experience,
workers without social

however, indicates that in fact more
up in the informal .sector
with insecure and low paying jobs.

people end

Kamuzora argues

that this is the main

obstacle to the extension of the NSSF
to the informal sector. There is, among

things, neither formal
organisational strticture to facilitate the
establishment of social security
programmes nor effort to mobilise
people to join the scheme. Kamuzora
adds that given these constraints, the
people in this category have resorted
to investing in land and livestock as
some form of social security in old
age. They also rely on family/clan
based mutual support schemes.
other
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Given this scenario, Kamuzora

which has assisted in

improving health

in El Salvador. De Solorzano and

suggests legal reforms, the development

care

of other flexible schemes and the

Ramirez note that formal social

reform

of the

accommodates

NSSF

so

that

it

security only covered 26 percent of
employed for old age in 1996.
Other aspects such as maternity, injury
at work also had low coverages. This
the

wider spectrum

of
people, among other reforms. In other
words, Kamuzora sees the development
of a comprehensive policy on social
protection, which would cover
workers currently out of NSSF
protection, as primary to Tanzania.
Angwara Denis Kiwara examines
a

demonstrates how formal social

further observes that Tanzania has

security schemes tend to be restricted
in extent of coverage- Against this
background, they welcome the reform
of El Salvador’s pension schemes as
it attempts to extend its coverage.
However, they show how through the
ILO-PROMICRO project of 1997, it

serious

was

Tanzania’s health insurance for the

informal sector in

health

Chapter 5. Kiwara

problems with financing its

care

needs

as

reforms such

cost-sharing and restoration of private
practice which came with SAERPs
have

made

health

care

more

inaccessible to many. It is in this
context that UMASIDA; an ILO health
care insurance scheme was introduced.
In this

chapter readers should find it
interesting to note how the UMASIDA

established that

some

informal

operators have the capacity and
ready to contribute towards social

sector

as

are

security. In fact they also show how
some people in the informal sector
have established loan co-operatives
that are self-financing. The role of the
NGOs has been noted
in this respect.
and economic

as

instrumental

Lack of peace, stability
development are noted

them

care. In addition,
readers will be thrilled to see how

community

based

health

insurance may be set up, operated
and benefit community members.
Kiwara also notes that low levels

of income and education

negatively
such

on
health

impact
health and that as
issues

can

be

addressed

meaningfully from a
multi-sectoral approach.
In Chapter 6, Ruth de

adequate
provide for social
security in Benin is the major problem.

Financial

hindrance to

in schools

were

to

health and

further observes that workers

are

willing to contribute to schemes that
give them value for their money.
Therefore, there is need to develop

characteris-

cally low with high levels
absenteeism.
as

key to El Salvador’s socioproblems.
Benardin Gauthe, in Chapter 7,

mechanisms for the

delivery of health
They focus in detail
on the 1996 pension reform and review
the opportunities for establishing selffinancing social security schemes for
informal sector workers. The major

demonstrates how the formal social

observation is that until the introduction

servants.

of

vulnerable groups also exists at a very
limited scale through the Department

in El Salvador.

Participation in

Education (EDUCO) was

introduced in
1994, enrolments in schools were

characteristically low with high levels
of absenteeism. In health, until after the

security schemes of Benin are limited
only to 5 percent of the economically
active population. Although there are
state financed family assistance
schemes, these

are

Social

limited to civil
assistance for

of Social Affairs (DAS) and the

legal

are restrictive. In this
context Benardin shows how those in

provisions

government took over the provision of

the informal sector have established

health

their

private

providers to operate, health care was
limited to a few. Donor agencies such
as USAID have also provided finance
for the funding of the health care. It is
the involvement of multiple providers.
48

access

adequate social security.
In Chapter 8 Wouter van Ginneken
concludes by observing that not more
than 10 to 25 percent of the working
population are covered by social
security schemes. The extension and
reform of the statutory schemes could
reach another 5 to 10 percent of the
working population. About 30 percent
of the extremely poor could be financed
by tax-based schemes. The 40 to 60
percent in between could be secured
through social insurance schemes tailor
made to their specific needs. Ginneken

^

examining

and allowed

stress

^

economic

care

economic

major observation is that to
^^^hemes.
Laws must be retormed
allow extension of statutory
until the introduction of schemes to more people. Above all
Community Participation in social partners to take their active
Education (EDUCO) was role in establishing these schemes
with government as a major
introduced in 1994, enrolments facilitator
of the process. Benardin

the structure and coverage of formal
social security, particularly the

Community

and

experienced by Benin remains the major

The

examine the trends in poverty,

care

viable. Benardin

comprehensive and cost-effective

Solorzano and Victor Ramirez
education and health before

more

formal structures to

scheme restored the almost lost

primary health

even

observes that the lack of

sees the role
the potential

of the ILO as having
to help the informal
of sector organisations in establishing
social security schemes, assist
governments and other social
partners in designing suitable
schemes in each country. In all this,
research and experimentation are seen
as the backbone of establishing viable
social security schemes.
All the eight chapters of the book
are arranged in a user-friendly manner,
and in simple and comprehensible
language that satisfies the needs of both
professionals and laypersons in the
field. The book will benefit civil
servants, NGOs, students and lecturers
whose focus is on social security
schemes. Of

particular benefit is the
potentials and
problems relating to the development
of comprehensive social security
detail

on

informal sector

self-financing schemes that

schemes and the multi-sector/multi-

operate as mutual benefit schemes

player approach which it advocates.
The book will also help in raising

own

called “tontines.” These

cover

health

and loan societies. These social

awareness

security systems have even adopted
the concept of interest which makes

security in general, particularly in the
growing informal sector*

about the need for social
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